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The thermal pollution problem of a nuclear reactor electrical 
generating facility can be eliminated if an economical, productive 
use for the waste heat can be found. The computer program presented 
here is designed to investigate the economic feasibility of utilizing 
this waste heat to heat buildings. The program optimizes a district 
heating network using the reactor's rejected heat and performs a 
comparative analysis with a selected conventional heat rejection 
system. The results indicate that the system is feasible only if 
the reactor can be sited relatively close (5 miles) to an urban 
center. Increasing national concern regarding thermal pollution 
and recently enacted legislation will tend to make this system more 
competitive so long as the current siting restrictions (about 10-12 
miles) are not made more stringent. 
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The consumption of electrical power in the United States is 
1 doubling about every ten years [30] . To meet this increasing energy 
demand, the use of nuclear powered generating plants is currently 
considered by many to be the best solution. Among the many problems 
that have developed with the use of nuclear powered generating 
facilities is the increased thermal pollution from nuclear reactors 
as compared to fossil fueled plants. Although this problem exists 
in conventionally powered generating facilities, the nuclear powered 
plant rejects from ten to fifty per cent more waste heat than its 
conventionally powered counterpart. 
The problem under consideration here is one possible solution 
to the thermal pollution problem by a nuclear powered generating 
plant. The heat rejected from a nuclear powered generating plant 
is low energy waste heat because the prime, high energy steam is 
used for electrical generation. If a practical use of this low 
energy waste heat cen be developed and exploited, then this major 
problem of nuclear powered generating plants can be solved. 
A practical use of this low energy rejected heat is in a dis-
trict heating network. This use has been investigated by A. J. Miller 
[22] and most dramatically by the Swedish experimental nuclear 
2 
reactor Agesta . In both of these investigations, it has been de-
termined that, under proper conditions, the use of nuclear reactor 
waste heat to heat buildings can be profitable. To date, however, 
this scheme has not been utilized in the United States. 
1. Numbers in brackets indicate references in bibliography. 
2. In some references the designation ADAM or R3 are used. 
1 
The most significant disadvantage of the nuclear district 
heating system is the requirement to provide continuous heat to the 
system. An unscheduled shutdown of the reactor could cause serious 
consumer relationships. However, because the current tendency in 
the nuclear industry is to construct multiple reactor sites, the 
solution to this problem is to design the nuclear plants such that 
either plant could provide the base heating requirements of dis-
trict heating network. Further, the reliability problem can be 
alleviated using conventional heat sources for peaking service 
(with the additional capability of providing the base load require-
ments for short periods of time) as is done in the Agesta Plant. 
(See Page 5.) 
To further develop this use of nuclear reactor waste heat, the 
digital computer program described herein has been developed to cost 
optimize and economically analyze a district heat distribution net-
work. The program is designed for use by an electrical generating 
facility that is considering the use of nuclear reactor power 
generation. By supplying appropriate input data, the electrical 
utility can determine the feasibility of installing a district heat 
distribution system to remove the reactor's waste heat. 
2 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Probably the most frequently discussed topic in the United States 
today is pollution -- smog, industrial pollution, automobile pollution, 
radioactive pollution, and thermal pollution [21,24,30]. At the pres-
ent time there are numerous legal struggles in progress attempting to 
stop the construction of industrial plants on pollution grounds or to 
cause the shutdown of existing plants because of excessive pollution. 
In addition to the legal struggles, there is a newly enacted law (The 
National Environmental Policy Act) which may bring about even more 
dramatic legal action [21]. Further, Jaske [19] reported that grow-
ing national interest in the thermal and radioactive pollution prob-
lems could ultimately prevent the construction of nuclear reactor 
generating facilities. 
There are many proposed solutions to the thermal pollution prob-
lem. Among these are: 1. cooling towers [25], 2. natural convection 
cooling ponds [20], 3. spray cooling ponds [25], 4. concurrent elec-
trical production and desalination [28], 5. use of waste heat for in-
dustrial processes [3], 6. melting of the Saint Lawrence Seaway in 
the winter [6], 7. more efficient methods of sewage treatment [4], 
8. heated irrigation water [2], and 9. district heating systems [6,13, 
22,31]. The first three methods can cause a severe mist or fog under 
certain weather conditions, particularly in the northern part of the 
United States, and, in general, require a relatively large makeup 
water supply. The next two require, in general, a higher energy 
source than the waste heat from a nuclear reactor. The remaining 
four have the disadvantage of being seasonal requirements. The 
district heating system, however, can be used to provide air 
conditioning [18] using an absorption air conditioning 
plant. 
The preliminary investigation by the United States into the 
utilization of waste heat from nuclear generating plants for dis-
trict heating was conducted by A. J. Miller under an Atomic Energy 
Commission contract [22]. The results of this investigation 
revealed that if the nuclear reactor could be sited a reasonable 
distance from an urban-industrial area (by a reasonable distance, 
five miles is considered a maximum), then the installation of a 
district heating network would be profitable. 
In addition to Miller's investigation, the Swedish government 
has constructed and successfully operated the Agesta heavy water 
reactor in a district heating network [7,27,31]. The Agesta reactor 
is a 65 Megawatt Thermal (MwT), dual purpose (10 Mw Electrical, 55 
MwT) reactor designed to produce electrical power and to heat the 
city of Farsta which is 10-15 miles from Stockholm. This reactor 
has been in operation since about 1964. 
The Agesta reactor is located about three miles from Farsta. 
The justification for the proximity to the population center is that 
the reactor is built underground. (In fact, the reactor is built 
in a mountain under rock.) The district heating water from the 
reactor ties into an existing district heating distribution system. 
4 
The nuclear reactor is designed to absorb the base heating load with 
conventional plants assuming the peaking loads. This load distribution 
is shown as Figure 1. The plant is shut down for maintenance in the 
summer months [27]. A summary of the parameters of the Agesta 
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Make up water when 
operating cooling towers 
55 Mw Thermal 
10 Mw Electrical 
Pressurized, heavy water 
moderated and cooled, 
slightly enriched Uranium. 
4,800,000 lbs./hour 
160 to 240 degrees F 
130 to 150 degrees F 




The economic performance of the Agesta reactor is not satisfactory 
[27]. This statement is made, even with consideration given to the 
reduction in size of conventional heat removal equipment, and the 
advantages gained from lesser maintenance expenses. (The Agesta has 
fully capable conventional heat removal system.) The problem with 
Agesta, however, is not in the district heating concept. The economic 
difficulties in Agesta are caused by severe losses of heavy water 
(D2o) from the primary plant. The replacement cost of the D20 has 
led to the development of a pressurized light water reactor for dis-
trict heating [5]. 
The design, construction, operation and maintenance of district 
heating systems have been under development and used for many years 
[6]. Due to the volume of literature available dealing with these 
systems, a summary of the opinions of several authors [8,9,16,20,32] 
is presented: 
1. The system should be installed underground. 
2. A closed liquid system (e.g. water) should be used in 
preference to steam. 
3. Due to the corrosiveness of the environment, the piping 
should be relatively corrosion resistant, insulated for protection, 
and encased in a conduit with provision for conduit drainage. 
4. Adequate duplication of equipment, manholes, isolation 
capability, and instrumentation should be provided to increase the 
system's reliability. 
These guidelines were used to prepare the computer program. In 
some cases, the user has the option of changing these guidelines. See 
Appendix D for input instructions. 
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III. DISCUSSION 
The logical starting point of the district heating system 
analysis is at the heat source. A schematic diagram of a typical 
power reactor and the reactor's heat rejection system is shown in 
Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the heat rejection system for a typical 
reactor plant that has a district heating network capability. Since 
the systems are equivalent from the reactor to the condenser, for 
the rest of this discussion, the heat source is considered to be the 
condenser. Figure 3 shows that in addition to the district heating 
network, a small heat rejection system (cooling tower, cooling pond, 
etc.) would be installed. This would give the plant the capability 
of following minor transient heat demands on the district heating 
network while producing a constant amount of electrical power. 
An automatic control system would sense the fluid temperature 
to the district heating network and the inlet to the condenser. The 
control system would then generate position commands for the auto-
matically controlled throttle valves in the pump suction and condens-
er discharge lines. This would distribute the flow to the district 
heating network and to the tower to maintain the desired temperature. 
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a simple analog circuit that will 
control the system as described above. 
A. Simulation of Piping Network by an Electrical Circuit 
The piping network that is proposed for installation as the 
district heat piping network is simulated using an electrical circuit 
to represent the network. The mass flowrate is treated as an elec-
trical current; pressure drops are treated as voltage drops; and 
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are analyzed as voltage or current sources and the head losses, due 
to the fluid passing through the buildings, are treated as series 
resistors. 
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The principles used to accomplish this simulation are illustrated 
using Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows a piping system that might be 
a typical, scale district heating system using a nuclear reactor's 
waste heat. The reduction of this network to an electrical circuit 
is shown in Figure 6. The current source is the representation of 
the pump; R1 is the line loss from the reactor to the city; R2,R3, 
R5,R7,R8, and R9 are the losses in the piping to and from buildings 
2,3,5,7,8, and 9 of Figure 5; R4,R6,Rl0, and Rll are the losses in 
the lines between building groups; and Rl2 is the loss from the city 
back to the reactor. 
Since the heating requirements for the buildings are known, one 
can readily compute the mass flowrates (currents) required for each 
building. A simple Kirchoff's node law application gives a mass 
balance at the nodes. In addition, one can readily calculate the 
pressure drops in each path of the network if one is given the size 
of piping required. The details of the above outlined technique 
are more fully explained in the next section and are illustrated by 
means of an example on page 40. 
B. Reduction of the Circuit 
Once the physical space heating network has been simulated by 
an electrical circuit, there is a reduction procedure that is employ-
ed to insure that: 
1. All piping runs are optimized, 
and 
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FIGURE 6. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
2. No piping run has duplicate calculations performed. 
To accomplish these objectives, the electrical network is step-by-
step reduced in the manner discussed below. 
The basic principle used is that any linear, purely resistive, 
two terminal electrical circuit can be simulated by an equivalent 
circuit composed of a voltage or current source and an equivalent 
resistance [10,17,23]. 
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The reduction is accomplished by starting at the most distant 
flowpath from the reactor and by step-wise reducing the network until 
the entire system is optimized. This reduction is best illustrated 
by using the example problem shown in Figure 6. The step-by-step 
reduction is shown in Figure 7. This reduction technique is explain-
ed in more detail in Appendix D. 
C. Theory of the Calculations 
In this section, the basic equations and theory used in computing 
the cost and economic values are presented. 
The calculations start with a given mass flow rate and an 
assumed diameter. From this data and the continuity equation 
w p A V (1) 
one can calculate the average velocity for a one pipe system. If 
more than one pipe of the same diameter is used, the flow is assumed 
to be equally distributed. Thus, by increasing the number of pipes, 
the average velocity can be reduced. This is done by the program to 
insure that V is less than the maximum desired by the programmer. 
For later use, it is also noted that the volumetric flowrate, Q, is 
given by 
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For incompressible, closed system fluid flow, the Bernoulli 
equation reduces to 
H..Q, = /'). p/p 4fL v2 D 2gc 
The unknown friction factor in equation 3 is computed using an 
emperical relationship [20] based on the Reynolds Number 
RE D V p ]J 
and the following relationships: 
f = 16 




f 0.186 - .0026 log RE 2100<RE<l00000 (6) 
f 0.0025 RE>lOOOOO (7) 
Summarizing the results, one has the head loss in the piping, 
volumetric flow rate, velocity and the number of pipes. 
The installation costs that are computed are the pump cost, 
piping cost, excavation cost, insulation cost, conduit cost and 
manhole costs. In addition, a supplemental cost subroutine is 
provided to permit other cost inputs to be made. The cost esti-
mation schemes for each of these items will be further described 
below. 
Before describing the cost schemes in detail, however, some 
basic cost estimation techniques that are used frequently throughout 
the program will be described. 
One of the most powerful tools of the cost estimator is the 
cost-price index [25,28,29]. For a variety of specific and general 
types of equipment, components, or operations, cost analysts com-
pute a number called the cost-price index. A cost-price index is 
17 
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the ratio of the cost (price) of a specific item (e.g. a pump) at some 
specified time to the cost (price) of the same item at some other 
time. The advantageous feature of the cost-price index is the ability 
to accurately predict the cost of a specified item at some later time, 
using some previous time. If, for example, one had cost estimates 
for three different items: one based on 1965 dollars, one on 1967 
dollars and one on 1969 dollars, the uncorrected addition of these 
costs to obtain a total cost would be in error. If, however, one 
uses the cost-price indices, one can adjust the costs to the same 
year. Further, using the same concept, one can'estimate the cost 
at some future date. 
Another tool for the estimator is the exponential estimation 
technique [25]. In this technique, one is given a base size of an 
item and a base price for that size. Then, to estimate the cost of 
the same item of a different size, one uses 
New Cost=(Base Cost) x (New Size ) a Base Size (8) 
Numerous references in the literature give values of the exponent, a, 
to use for various types of equipment. In general, this value lies 
from 0.4 to 1.5, average being about 0.6. 
An extension of the exponent method is to have two values of 
item size and item cost. In equation 8, designate new cost, new 
size as cost 2, size 2; base values as cost 1, size 1. 
( ~) expon size cost 2 = (cost 1) x ~.~-­
sJ..ze 
Taking logarithms of (9), 





Solving (10) for exponent 
expon = ln (cost 2) - ln (cost 1) ln (cost 2/cost 1) 
Thus, one can calculate the exponent for use in equation 8. 
19 
(11) 
Returning to the costs that are computed in the program, Table II 
indicates the options available for the cost calculations previously 
mentioned. In addition, the functional dependence of each cost is 
indicated. Notes are provided to explain the table. 
D. Optimization Theory 
There are an infinite number of combinations of pipe size and 
number of pipes that can transport fluid at a given rate. The prin-
ciples of linear algebra can be used to describe the manner that the 
optimum size and number of pipes can be computed. 
The first problem is to identify the independent variables 
that one can have. Certainly the mass flowrate, the number of pipes 
and the size of piping are independent variables. There are other 
independent variables (e.g. length), however, it is assumed that 
these variables are specified to fit the problem under consideration3 . 
The result is that one has a three dimensional space in flowrate, 
number of pipes and size of pipes. This three dimensional space is 
not an infinite space. There are physical limitations imposed that 
reduce the space to a finite size. For example, the maximum pipe 
diameter commercially available is a finite number; the minimum 
3. For example, to get from the reactor to a building there are 
many conceivable paths of different lengths. However, one is 
going to select the one that is the most acceptable for the partic-
ular situation, and thus will specify the length and length will 
become a constant rather than a variable. 
TABLE II 
COST CALCULATIONS OPTIONS 
Cost Table Extrapolated 
Price Cost vs. Exponent Exponent 
Index Size Method Method 
Pump Cost Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Pipe Cost Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Excavation 






Cost Yes Yes Yes 
Pumping 
Cost Yes 
** Exponents taken from reference 

























number of pipes to be considered may be set by reliability criteria; 
the flowrate may be a specified flowrate. 
In this problem, the constraints are chosen as follows: 
1. Flowrate is fixed. 
2. A maximum and minimum pipe diameter is specified. 
3. A minimum number of pipes is specified. 
4. A maximum velocity of fluid is specified. (This is 
not an independent variable. However, to define a 
finite region of interest in three dimensional space, 
a combination of three complete restraints is re-
quired. The flowrate is one restraint. The minimum 
and maximum diameter is a second restraint. The 
maximum fluid velocity and the minimum number of 
pipes combine to make the third restraint.) 
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Figure 8 shows a sketch of this three dimensional space and how these 
restraints define an operating line. 
There are many dependent variables that could be chosen for an 
optimization scheme. Some of these could be: 
1. minimize installation cost 
2. minimize operating expense 
3. minimize maintenance expense 
4. minimize shut down time (maximize reliability) 
5. minimize total costs 
6. maximize profit 
or 
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Two different schemes are available to be selected which will optimize 
the network as is described below4 . 
The first of these schemes is an optimization based on the 
minimization of the cost of installing the network and the cost of 
operating the network for a specified period of time. The minimi-
zation of installation cost alone was not chosen as a basis for 
optimization due to the effect of operating expenses on the economic 
1 . 5 ana ys~s . Total cost was not chosen since the installation and 
operating expenses are the most important terms in the total cost 
analysis. The period of time for this optimization was chosen to be 
one year since the other economic considerations (depreciation, taxes, 
etc.) are annual charges. The user has the ability to change this 
time period if he desires. A description of the methods used to 
optimize the network using this technique follows. 
Using the input data of flowrate (W), length of piping (L), and 
building loss (BLOSS), and the limits of pipe size to be considered, 
the program calculates the number of pumps and pipes required and 
the cost of the pumps, piping, excavation, insulation, manholes, 
conduits and any supplemental installation costs for a given piping 
diameter. It also calculates the pumping power cost for the speci-
fied period of time and pipe diameter as previously mentioned. The 
total of these cost items is then computed and stored in memory. In 
addition, the user can input right of way cost data and can input the 
4. These schemes were selected by consideration of recommendations 
contained in reference [29 ]. 
5. Further details can be found in reference [26 ], pg 4-8 and 
pg 135-167. 
economic advantage of installing the piping in rivers or lakes where 
no right of way expense is incurred. 
The general form of the cost of installation and pumping cost 
is illustrated in Figure 9. As one can see, the total cost curve 
has a broad minimum that one should be able to find quite readily. 
However, the real world is not so simple. For the flow rates 
required by a heating system of the size under consideration, the 
economic feasibility and reality of the problem requires that a 
limit be placed on the velocity of fluid flowing in the pipes. This 
limiting velocity is input specified and determines the number of 
pipes and pumps required to move the quantity of fluid required. 
Thus, as the diameter varies, so does the number of pipes, pumps, 
etc. The result of this is the curve shown in Figure 10. As one 
can see, the curve is now discontinuous. 
caused by changing the number of pipes.) 
(The discontinuities are 
One method of finding the minimum would be to take the range of 
24 
pipe sizes under consideration, start at the smallest and proceed 
through to the largest in a step-by-step manner (hereafter referred 
to as a march-out technique). The optimum size would be the smallest 
total cost found while conducting the march-out technique. This 
method, however, can be very costly in computer time and a better 
technique has been found. 
Referring to Figures 9 and 10, the cost is computed for the 
maximum size, the minimum size and the medium size (Kl,K2, and K3 on 
Figure 10). A smooth curve is then fit to the points and the curve 
is analyzed for shape. Three possible shapes exist and are shown 
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costs for sizes K4 and K5 are computed. The shape of the curve that 
fits through K4,K2 and K5 is then checked. If the shape is as in 
Figure llA, the process is repeated (K6,K7 of Figure 10) until the 
orientation changes to llB or llC, or until K2 is found to be the 
minimum. When the orientation changes to either llB or llC (as it 
does in Figure 10 using points K6,K2, and K7), then the march-out 
procedure is used from a little before the smaller diameter to a 
little beyond the larger diameter. Thus, one finds the minimum 
using considerably less computer time than a straight march-out 
technique. 
28 
The second method of optimization is to maximize the profit that 
can be made. This is done by calculating the hourly financing cost, 
operating and maintenance costs, the pumping costs and then comparing 
these values with the hourly gross income from the sale of heat for a 
march-out of the pipe diameters. The maximum net income is found 
from this march-out technique. This is then taken to be the optimum 
size for maximum return or investment and a full set of cost calcu-
lations and cost analysis is performed. 
E. Economic Analysis 
The economic analysis is a basic discounted cash flow type of 
analysis. This type of analysis is a summary of all cash assets and 
liabilities as either cash inflows or as cash outflows on an annual 
basis. A net cash flow is the algebraic sum of the cash inflows and 
the cash outflows. The net cash flow for each year is then adjusted 
to the plant start-up time for the time value of money by applying 
an appropriate adjustment factor. This factor is obtained from a 
continuous interest table or from the equation 
factor -rt e 
r 
e - 1 
r ] (12) 
In principle, this type of analysis is quite easy. The result of 
this analysis is the return on investment rate, r, which appears in 
the factor term in a rather complicated fashion requiring a trial 
and error type of solution. 
The elements of the cash flow analysis are the fixed capital 
investment (assumed to be expended one year before start-up), 
operating and maintenance expenses, financing charges, insurance, 
taxes, overhead, taxes, miscellaneous annual expenses and the gross 
income from the sale of heat. 
In the proposed system, there is a possibility that the system 
may not be a profitable investment. There are situations, however, 
which may justify the use of a non-profitable investment. Consider, 
for example, the situation that is developing in the field of elec-
trical generation. At the projected rate of growth, the available 
cooling water supply that can be used without severely disturbing 
the ecological balance will soon be exhausted [24]. The use of 
rivers, lakes and streams for cooling of the generating facilities 
will therefore be precluded. 
Continuing with the example, local legislation may forbid the 
use of cooling towers due to the severe fog and mist problems 
associated with cooling towers. Further, similar difficulties could 
be encountered in the other possible methods of heat rejection. The 
extreme case would be that the district heat rejection method would 
be the only acceptable method of heat rejection. Thus, as previously 
asserted, the use of a non-profitable system could be justified. 
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To make a meaningful analysis of the district heating system of 
heat rejection, an analysis of the cost of this system versus the 
cost of the alternative system must be made. The ultimate test of 
the district heating system can be stated as follows: Is the dis-
trict heating system of heat rejection the least expensive method 
compared to the alternative methods (if any)? The method chosen to 
answer this question is described below. 
Consider a district heating system that is not profitable. Ad-
justments to the cost of installation of the district heating system 
are made by computing the cost of construction and operation of a 
selected alternative system. This cost is then subtracted from the 
district heating systems cost. In addition, a factor can be speci-
fied to account for the intangible benefit of no thermal pollution. 
If, by repeating the cash flow analysis, the district heating system 
can then be shown to be profitable, the district heating system should 
be installed. Further, even if this adjusted system analysis does not 
show a true profit, but does yield an acceptable pay out time 6, the 
district heating system should be installed. 
The adjusted economic analysis can reveal that the installation 
of a district heating system will not be profitable nor will yield 
an acceptable pay out time. However, the decision to install this 
system could still be made for better public relations or to gain 
technology in the field. To encourage this, the program calculates 
6. As used here, pay out time is the number of years to regain the 
capital investment. 
the incremental increase in selling price of heat or selling price of 




A discussion of a project using nuclear reactors in any manner is 
not complete until a safety analysis of some sort is performed. It is 
assumed that the reactor plant and its' associated equipment meets the 
requirements set forth in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 
With this assumption, the only safety analysis required is just the 
analysis of the district heating system. 
The primary safety concern of a nuclear reactor is the release of 
radioactivity to the environment in such a manner that would be 
detrimental to the general population. The general criterion set 
forth in the federal regulations is that at least two barriers against 
release of radioactivity be provided. 
Consider a boiling water reactor with a district heating system 
installed. (This reactor type is chosen because the possibility of 
radioactivity in the condenser is greatest for this type reactor.) The 
only source of radioactivity to the fluid in the system would be leak-
age from the condenser into the district heating system fluid. The 
tube walls of the condenser serve as the first barrier. The second 
barrier is a potential barrier. The condenser is operated in a slight 
vacuum while the district heating system is pressurized to about 200-
300 pounds per square inch at the condenser. Thus, any leakage that 
would occur in the condenser tubes would be from the district heating 
system into the condenser. Further, the district heating system 
piping would serve as a third barrier. A periodic or continuous 
monitoring of the district heating system fluid for radioactivity 
would serve as an independent control. 
The other serious problem (Maximum Credible Accident) is the 
effect of a major rupture in the district heating system. Since the 
reactor is protected against a loss of cooling system, all that need 
be considered is the effect on the district heating system. Since 
the major portion of the piping is underground, the effect of this 
accident would be slight if the rupture occured in a portion of the 
piping that is underground. However, one might consider the rupture 
of the pipe line inside a building. As one can readily see, this 
accident is the determining factor in the choice of fluid that is 
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used. If steam were used, this accident would be very serious because 
of the high temperatures and high internal energy of the steam. 
Further, isolation of a steam system will not stop the steam flow from 
the rupture. However, since water is used, the rupture would cause an 
almost instantaneous depressurization of the system. This would then 
lead to hot (170-180 degree) water being pumped into the building at 
low pressure. With automatic isolation capabilities sensed by a severe 
pressure transient installed, the effect of this accident is only that 
a small quantity of fairly high temperature water is sprayed into a 
building. This hot water could cause some damage; however, the prob-
ability of this accident being serious is fairly low. 
IV. COMPUTER PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM 
Figure 12 shows a block diagram which indicates the flow control 
of the computer program. The figure consists of a flow diagram for 
the main program, a flow diagram for each of the three path types 
(series, parallel and series-parallel) and a flow diagram for the two 
optimization schemes (minimization of installation cost and pumping 
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FIGURE 12. (CONT'D) 
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PARALLEL 
READ PATH DATA 
















P SUM = TOTAL COST 
OF PARALLEL BRANCH 
SERIES 
BRANCH COST = 
P SUM + TOTAL COST 
OF SERIES BRANCH 
RETURN 
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FIGURE 12. (CONT'D) 
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INSULATION COST (H) 
CONDUIT COST (F) 







PIPE COST (A) 
EXCAVATION COST (B) 
GROSS INCOME (H) 








SET OF COSTS 
RETURN 
FIGURE 12. (CONT'D) 
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V. TYPICAL PROBLEM AND RESULTS 
The following paragraphs will give the statement of a typical 
problem of the type that can be solved by OPTUMR. 
Suppose it was desired to heat the buildings shown in Figure 5 
and simulated by Figure 6 using the waste heat from a nuclear reactor. 
The objective is to find the installation cost, the operating cost, 
40 
and the profit or loss potentials of such a system in sufficient detail 
to determine the feasibility of starting the preliminary design phases. 
It is assumed that the following data is given: 
1. The effective lifetime of the plant is 30 years. 
2. The effect of pumping power cost determines the shape of the 
optimization curve (see Figures 9 and 10). For the optimi-
zation in the problem, a basis of 600 days is chosen at a cost 
of 1.1¢ per kilowatt-hour. 
3. An overall plant load factor of 0.8 is specified. 
4. The selling price of heat at 170 degrees F at the buildings is 
$1.37/million BTU. 
5. Due to reliability requirements, no less than two pipes are 
permitted in any flowpath. 
6. Due to reliability requirements, 150% of the number of pumps 
required will be purchased and installed. 
7. The maximum velocity in any pipe is 12 ft/second. 
8. The cooling medium is water (density is 62.4, viscosity is 
0.000292.) 
9. The plant's salvage value at the end of thirty years is 5%. 
10. Depreciation is to be calculated by the sum of the years 
digits method. 
11. The operating costs are 2% of the total installation charges. 
12. Working capital is 10% of the annual pumping power cost. 
13. The basic plant overhead is $1000.00 per month. 
14. The cost of the conduit drainage system is 10% of the 
insulation cost. 
15. The minimum and maximum diameters to be considered are 6 and 
100 inches respectively. 
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16. It is desired to minimize the capital investment and operating 
expenses. 
17. All costs are to be corrected to 1975 dollars. To accomplish 















18. There is an engineering service charge of $200,000. 
19. The company will borrow 50% of the investment cost at 7% 
interest. 
20. The federal income tax rate is 50%. 
21. The county tax rate is 1¢/$100 of capital investment. 
22. Insurance costs are $7,623 dollars per year. 
23. There is a paving cost of $2.00 per foot of piping that is 
installed. 




A 10" pipe costs $30.00 per foot 
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Conduit Cost A 36" conduit costs $14.00 per 
foot; a 72" conduit costs $46.00 
per foot 
Insulation Cost $1.50 per foot 
Manhole Cost $38.00 per foot of depth; one 
hole every 500 feet 
25. The building requirements are as follows: 
Building Length Heat Flow Building 
To & From Requirement (lbs/hr) Loss 
(ft) (BTU/hr) (ft) 
2 300 107 4. X 105 30 
3 300 5X 107 2. X 106 40 
5 400 2X 108 1. X 107 50 
7 200 5X 107 2. X 106 40 
8 200 107 4. X 105 30 
9 200 8X 107 4. X 106 45 
26. The piping from the reactor site to buildings 2 & 3 is five 
miles. 
27. The distance from building 2 & 3 to building 5 is 1/2 mile. 
28. The distance from building 5 to buildings 7, 8, & 9 is 1000 
feet. 
29. The right of way costs are $1.00 per foot. 
30. For comparative analysis, use: 
Cost of physical plant $5,000,000.00 
Savings 50% 





The input data describing this problem is given in Table III. 
(See also Appendix D.) Table IV shows the computer output for this 
problem. (The computer program computes an annual balance sheet for 
the life of the plant. Table IV contains only the balance sheet for 
the 1st year for the non-adjusted and the adjusted economic analyses; 
Appendix E contains the balance sheets for years 2-30.) 
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1. 1 • 
1000000. 1000000. 36ROO. .5 5000000. 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 t 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 
6 53 100 
62.4 .000292 










2 6 3 12 
1 1 2000000. 200. 50000000. 40. 2 1 400000. 200. 10000000. '30. 3 1 4000000. 200. 80000000. 45. 4 1 6400000. 1000. 
'i 5 -1. 1 • , MOOOOO. 1000. 
0 3 12 
7 1 16400000. 2640. ~ 1 10000000. 400. 200000000. 50. 9 16400000. 2640. 
1 2 2 12 
1J 1 400000. 300. 10000000. 30. 
11 1 ~oooooo. 300. 50000000. 40. 
? 12 
12 1 1~400000. 52800. 
13 1 1 '3400000. 52800. 
TABLE III. INPUT DATA FOR TYPICAL PROBLEM 
J:-. 
J:-. 
COST OPTIMIZATION OF A 






J~ J~ J4 J5 
l 0 l 1 
Jb J7 J9 JQ 











Jl3 Jl4 Jl5 Jl6 Jl7 Jl8 J19 J20 
JJ2 JJ3 JJ4 JJ5 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 
l 0 2 l 
JJb JJ7 JJ8 JJ9 
0 1 1 0 
THE INPUT 0IA~ETER LIMITS ARE 6 53 100 
INPUT ~~~SITY AND VISCOSITY ARE: 62.H99939 
C~ST PRir.F INniCES ARE: 
l.A299Q99 1.2799997 
LI~ITI~G VElOCITY IS : 





1.2599993 1. ~ 299999 
MA'JHOLE COST IS : $ 38.0000000 A MANHOLE IS INSTfiLLE'O !:VERY 500. OOOOOOOFEFT 
INPUT fl.H~ BASE COSTS 
BAS( FL~W RAT~ PUMP CnST BASE PIPE SIZE PIPE CIJST EXCAVATION INSULATION BASE DAYS 
o.o o.o 10.000 30.000 2.250 1.500 600.000 







- OF DU. PU~P PIPE EXCAVATION INSULATION MANHOLE CONDUIT PUMPING NO. PIPES COST COST COST COST COST COST COST 
1 2 9 o.o 131)07.23 !1505.00 625.50 172.37 3207.42 30362.38 
2 2 6 o.o 8536.20 6804.00 417.00 172.37 2723.44 4296.1tl 
3 2 12 o.o 1894'1.02 10367.99 834.00 172.37 3124.00 67299.25 
4 2 15 o.o 122423.!11 61964.97 5212.49 861.84 21361.80 36821.38 
6 2 15 o.o 122423.81 61964.97 o.o 861.!14 21361.80 36821.38 
1 2 24 o.o 554HCJO,B8 256607.A1 27017.59 2275.25 8053A.50 155989.19 
1'\ 2 19 o.o ':l42hf>.~6 30689.97 2641.00 344.74 10 10 3. 49 188932.06 
q ~ ~4 o.o 554'lCJO.RR 256607.Al o.o 2275.25 1'!0531'!.50 155989.19 
10 ? 0 o.o 12804.10 10?05.99 625.50 258.55 4085.16 4384.20 
I 1 2 9 o.o 20410.84 12757.49 938.25 258.55 4811.13 31807.47 
p 2 26 1841101>.25 !, 08 3923.00 2 791'!9.?3. 00 231'!523.63 227'i2.5A 863A33.00 1476410.00 
l3 2 ?6 o.o f>081921.00 2 79892 3. 00 o.o 22752.5(, 863AD.OO 1476410.00 
TOTAL COST IS: SH ~05~1144.0000000 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
""'" (]\ 
~ C "" ~ l r l "o •J T l 0. T 0. 
l 1 n ,,~T'l~ 5.\LF P~!Ct 'lF 4"-AT 'H'fT!V~ ll~F ')IILVhf,( VI\LU~' Sl~i<-I'Jr, FIJN:-1 QIIT' 
'J,q):))l) l. H0JO F\,1)1)()()1 '),05000 .J.f') 
Tt-TS VIILU"') fliH 
!.) 11,!) 1,0 o.o 0.0 
T<,-Tll V~L'J~'S .\Q F: 
12'))0 .Q!OCO O.Ol0'J0 o.o o.o O.O"''i00 
Ttl-TIS Vll'J') hPF: 
0.1') 1),501"01) ().0 n. ooo 1 o 0.1) 
TI'>-Tl1 VIILU~S 1\RE: 
).() 0,0 71> 2 1 • 0 •1) 0 () 
Ul-·J5 VAL 1JES ARE: 
1.51000 n.o n,n 0.10000 o.o 
U6-U1J VAL~FS ARE: 
'1.0 0.10000 o.o o.o z.ooooo 
Ull,'JlZ,U11 VALUES APF: 
0.') o.o .?00000.0()00() 
Ul4-U11 V~UJES liRE: 
o.o l. 000')0 1.00000 o.o o.o 
Ul1- 1J23 VALUES ARE: 
1000000.01000 1000000,00000 3h'300.00000 0.50000 5000000.00000 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
.p.. 
'-l 
PATH II DtJ"'P PIPF 
cnsr C'lS f 
1 o.o 13607.21 
2 o.n 8516.20 
3 o.o l'l'l43.02 
4 o.n 122423.'ll 
6 o.o 122423.SH 
7 o.o 554q9o. '31'1 
g o.o 6426n.% 
'l o.o 554'l90. fl8 
10 0.0 12804.30 
11 o.o 20410.84 
12 1'!4606.25 6083923.00 
13 o.o 6083923.00 
TOTALS 
- 18460h.25 1366104?.00 
COST OATA AND TOTALS 
FXCIIVIITION INSULATION "11\NHOLE 
cnsr COST COST 
fl505.00 62 5. 50 172.3 7 
6804.00 417.00 172.37 
10367.99 834.00 17?.37 
n1964.97 5212.49 861.84 
61964.97 o.o R61.84 
256607.81 2?017.59 227'>.25 
30689.97 ?641.00 344.14 
2'>6607. 81 o.o 2275.25 
10205.99 nZ5.50 258.55 
12757.49 938.25 2'>8.55 
2798923.00 2 38 52 3.6 3 ?2752.56 
2798923.00 o.o 22752.56 
6314321.00 271834.94 53158.24 

































YEAR OUTFLOWS INFLOWS 
THE TnTAL I~STALLATION COST IS : u 26897824.00 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 4452744.00 
THE \.ROSS ANNUAL IN(OME IS : 3787770.00 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 1648576.00 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 268978.13 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 941423.69 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING (OST IS: 2199313.00 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 12000.00 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 2689.78 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 7623.00 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 2056.00 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 294061.19 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
~ 
>J:) 
A CASH FLOW SUMMARY FOLLOWS 
YEAR NET CASH FLOW 5% 10~ 15~ 20% 25~ 
-1 -27581776.00 -28288784.00 -29019856.00 -29776304.00 -30558624.00 -31368096.00 
1 286830.44 279836.25 273069.13 266521.19 260184.38 
2 279936.25 266521.19 254050.94 242365.13 231408.13 
l 273069.13 254050.94 236798.88 221128.25 206875.31 
4 266521.19 242365.19 221128.31 202413.69 185882.13 
5 260184.38 231408.06 206875.31 185882.06 167849.00 
6 254050,94 221128.31 191894.25 171243.06 152298.19 
7 248113.56 211478.19 182055.31 158247.56 138834.88 
8 242365.13 202413.69 171243.06 146682.00 127132.19 
9 236798.88 193894,25 161354.56 136362.88 116918.81 
10 231408.06 185882.13 152298,19 127132.19 1C7969.25 
11 226186.56 178342.50 143991.94 118853.75 100095.44 
12 221128.25 171243.06 136362.88 111410.19 93140.25 
13 216227.31 164554.00 129345.63 104700.06 86972.06 
14 211478.13 158247.63 122981.69 98635.44 81480.38 
15 206875.31 152298.19 116918.81 93140.25 76572.13 
16 202413.69 146682.00 111410.19 88148.31 72168.81 
17 198098.25 141377.13 106313.88 83602.13 68203.88 
18 193894.25 136362.88 101592.13 79451.75 64621.01 
19 189827.00 131620.50 97211.00 75653.38 61372.02 
20 185882.06 127132.19 93140.25 72168.81 58415.97 
21 182055.31 122881.69 89352.38 68964.63 55717.75 
7? 178342.50 118853.75 85822.81 66011.56 53247.17 
23 174739,63 115014.38 82529.25 63283.77 50978.32 
24 171243,06 111410.25 79451.75 60758.56 48888.72 
25 167849.00 1079~9.25 76572.13 58415.97 46958.97 
26 1591~4.31 1012~4.44 71449.94 54392.86 43689.89 
27 1409R3,38 8~766,00 62335,61 47365,76 38019,96 
zq 123482.38 76966.44 53813,94 40823.37 32750.02 
2q 106623.11 6~Rt7.oc 45833.61 34719.24 27839.96 
































































TOHLS -2145~~16,00 -23~77488,00 -2~122192,00 -26468592.00 -27678704.00 -28812848.00 -29905776.00 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
Lll 
0 
A Ll STING OF THE 'Jf:T CASH FlfJW FOLI OWS: 































THE P~Y OUT TIME AT CURRENT RATE IS: 9.1470154F 01 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
\.11 
f-i 
YEAq OUTFLOWS INFLOWS 
THF TnTAL INS TALLI\TT flN COST IS : $S 21345824.00 
THC: TfiTAL SUPPLPIENTARY INSTALLHION COST IS: 4452744.00 
THE r,'lQSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 371H770.00 
THE ~EPPECIATION IS : 1~08?92.00 
THF ANNUAL OPERATING AND ~AINTENANCE FXPENCE IS : 213458.19 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING ANO SUPPLFMFNTAL FINANCE COST IS: 747103.75 
THE 1\NNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 1315456.00 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS ARE: 12000.00 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 2134.58 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 7623.00 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 2056.00 
THE NFT ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 1428313.00 
THE FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAXES ARE: 60010.50 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
V1 
N 
A CASH FLOW SUMMARY FOLLOWS 
YEAR NET CASH FLOW 5:l 10~ 151; 20t 251; 
-1 -21888592.00 -22449680.00 -23029840.00 -23630160.00 -24250992.00 -24893376.00 
1 1334656.00 1302111.00 1270623.00 1240155.00 1210669.00 
2 1281361.00 1220392.00 1163291.00 1109782.00 1059610.00 
3 1230126.00 1144453.00 1066735.00 996142.56 931935.75 
4 1180866.00 1013839.00 979745.81 896827.69 823581.69 
5 11334n.oo 1008133.69 901256.25 809798.88 731237.50 
6 1087939.00 946952.69 830326.38 733325.69 652196.94 
7 1044115.69 889945.88 766128.2 5 665939.94 58424 7.19 
8 1001953.31 836791.50 707929.88 606393.13 525572.69 
9 961383.00 787194.00 655085.75 553621.63 474680.44 
10 922337.69 740882.00 607024.50 506 718.69 430339.94 
11 884754.06 697606.50 563240.63 464909.63 391534.50 
12 848571.69 657139.13 523287.69 427532.69 357422.31 
13 813730.94 619268.06 486767.94 394019.06 327303.00 
14 780176.R8 583801.00 453330.31 363882.13 300594.19 
15 747856.31 550559.50 422662.81 336 702.94 276809.00 
16 7161lfl.56 519380.56 394488.00 312120.81 255539.63 
17 686714.50 4<)0113.44 3685 5<).3 8 289824.44 236443.19 
18 657797.56 462619.13 344657.19 269544.69 219230.50 
19 629923.38 436770.44 322585.75 251048.69 203657.38 
20 603049.19 412449.38 302170.88 234134.13 189516.38 
21 577134.69 389548.00 283256.56 218625.2'5 176631.13 
22 552140.44 367966.00 265703.56 204368.81 164850.88 
23 528029.13 347611.38 249387.3 8 191231.13 154046.50 
24 504765.13 328398.75 234196.19 179095.13 144106.94 
25 482314.56 310250.00 220030.19 167858.38 134936.69 
26 460644.50 2930<)2.44 206799.50 157430.63 126452.75 
27 439723.75 276858.94 194423.19 147732.63 118 583.31 
28 419522.06 261487.56 18282R.69 138694.25 111265.69 
29 400011.38 246921.19 171950.75 130253.75 104445.19 
30 381164.13 233106.69 161730.06 122356.13 98013.88 
TOTALS 1404426.00 -4014007.00 
-7729589.00 -10510034.00 -12135397.00 




































































A LISTING OF THF NFT CASH FLOW FOLLOWS: 































THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT IS : 3 PER CENT 
THE PAY OUT TIME AT CURRENT RATE IS: 1.4944779f. 01 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
\.11 
.p.. 
PATH !i nr FLOwRATE 
li "I PES 
l ? 0. ?OO'lOOOE 07 
? ? 0.401)00001= 0~ 
3 2 0.4000000'C 07 
/i ? 0. 6400000E 07 
s 2 I). 64000()0!: ()7 
7 ? O.l640000E 08 
9 2 O.l000000E OR 
q 2 0.164')01)0" OR 
11) ? 0.tt000000E 1)1:> 
11 ? 0. ?O,lOOOOF= 07 p 2 O. l R4000fJO: 0'3 
13 2 O.l %0000F 08 
FLOW EDIT 
LENGTH 1UILOING LOSS D~"L T A T 
O. ZOOOOOOE 03 0.4000000F 02 0.2500000F 0? 
0.2000000!= 03 0.3000000f' 02 0.2500000E 02 
O.ZOOO'lOOE 03 0.4500000E 02 O.ZOOOOOOF 02 
0.1000000 10 04 o.o o.o 
0.1000000E 04 o.o o.o 
0.2640000E 04 o.o o.o 
0.4000000E 03 0.5000000F 02 0.2000000E 02 
0.2640000F 04 o.o o.o 
O. 3000000F 03 0.3000000t 02 0.2500000E 02 
0.3000000F 03 0.4000000F 0? 0.2500000F 02 
0.2640000F 05 o.o o.o 
0.2640000E 05 o.o o.o 
TABLE IV. (CONT'D) 
0 
0. 445 l 'i 70F 01 
O.R903134F 00 



























Thermal pollution from nuclear reactor electrical generating facil-
ities is a serious problem ~· The most important consideration af-
fecting the use of a district heating rejection method is the siting 
consideration. For example, the Palisades reactor, located along the 
shore of Lake Michigan, has a court injunction against operation due 
to thermal pollution of Lake Michigan. Use of the district heating 
rejection scheme is not feasible because the closest urban center is 
about thirty miles distant. 
The conservationist group that backed the injunction has demanded 
that the returning coolant enter the lake with not more than one degree 
temperature rise from inlet to outlet. Consumers Power Corporation, 
the owner, is faced with the installation of cooling towers of the 
7 closed type . The cost of the delay while cooling tower construction 
takes place is about $33,000.00 per day. The solution of this reactor's 
problem is still unresolved [30]. 
Table V is a summary of the results of the computer programs 
solutions for various distances from the reactor to the urban area. In 
compiling the data for the table, all of the input parameters except 
distance remained as in the typical problem described on page 40. As 
one can see from the table, a distance from the reactor to the urban 
center of greater than 5 miles yields a system that does not show a 
profit and greater than 8 miles yields a system whose gross income will 
not meet the annual operation expenses. 
7. Closed cooling towers installation cost is 2.6 times the cost of 
open cooling towers. Open towers cannot be used at Palisades because 
of the proximity of an interstate highway. 
TABLE V 
COST DATA VERSUS DISTANCE FROM REACTOR TO URBAN AREA 
Annual** Annual** 
Distance Installation* Financing Operating & Annual** 
(Miles) Costs Costs Maintenance Taxes 
1 5.23 183. 517. 1363. 
2 9.33 326. 770. 1033. 
3 13.3 464. 1020. 713. 
4 17.3 606. 1276. 386. 
5 21.3 747. 1538. 60. 
6 25.7 900. 1780. -----
7 29.8 1042. 2038. -----
8 33.9 1186. 2291. -----
9 38.0 1329. 2398. -----
10 42.0 1473. 2799. -----
* Millions of dollars 
** Thousands of dollars 

















As previously mentioned, the district heating system must have a 
back-up method of supplying heat to the buildings. Dual reactor sites 
can provide this reliability especially if the scheduled shutdowns for 
maintenance and refueling are conducted at times of low heat demand. 
If a dual reactor site is not possible, an additional expense that is 
not included in the computer program would be incurred for a back-up 
system. 
The population of the United States is facing a critical decision. 
A critical shortage of available fossil fuels is just starting to be 
apparent. To meet the energy demand requirements, the use of nuclear 
energy seems to be the only plausible solution. The shortage of cooling 
water, as exhibited in the Palisades case, is critical now. The 
question that the public must answer is: Does the severity of potential 
danger of nuclear reactors (thermal pollution and radioactive pollution, 
in particular) warrant the cessation of increasing the electrical power 
consumption? This question raises a direct conflict when applied to a 
nuclear reactor supplied district heating system. This system would 
minimize the thermal pollution. To be efficient, however, the reactor 
must be sited close to an urban center. The potential damage from a 
gross fission product release accident increases as the distance to an 
urban center decreases. The cost of electrical power generation will 
increase, in any case, as the anti-pollution legislation increases. 
The ability to choose reactor sites close to cities that would 
meet the safety requirements with regard to radioactive pollution is 
the first problem that must be solved. Once this problem is solved, 
then use of the district heating rejection system will resolve the 
thermal pollution problem. Perhaps the Palisades case will cause 
increased investigation and experimentation in proximity siting and 
district heating. The computer code presented here is a tool for the 
utility to use for comparative analysis with other heat rejection 
systems. If the current trend in legislation is a valid trend, 



























Mass flow rate, lbs./hr. 
Density, lbs./ft. 3 
Area normal to flow, ft. 2 
Average velocity of fluid, ft./sec. 
3 Volumetric flow rate, ft. /sec. 
Head loss, ft. of water 
2 Pressure drop, lbs./ft. 
Friction factor, dimensionless 
Length of piping, ft. 
Diameter of piping, ft. 
Gravitational constant, 32.17 ft-lb mass/lb force 
~ Reynolds number, dimensionless 
~ Viscosity, ft/lb-sec. 









Building loss, ft. of water 
Piping sizes, inches 
-1 Return on investment rate, years 
Time, years 















COMMON/Al5/JlOtJlltJ12tJ13(Jl4JJl5,Jl6,Jl7,JlB,Jl9,J20 COM'10N/Al6/ NOuE(ljJ,T~OST 100 
COMMON/Al7/ N,Q,H,OO,OfZL ZCOST 1 ZZCOST,ACOST COMMON/AlA/ BCOST,CCOS ,OCOST,E~OST,F.COST,GCOST 
COM'10N/Al9/ S2141,Sl(4J,Xll4) X2141 
CO"''11N/A20/JJl,JJ2,JJ3,JJ4,JJ§,JJ6 9 JJ7,JJ8iJJ9 
COM'1~N/A22/FCTRLD,BASEHS 










107 F(]R'1AT(////,' TJTAL COST IS: $$$' F20.7 //1 
647 FOR"'~T('J',//////////////////////,f50, 1 faST OPTIMIZATIQN OF A 
1 •,I,T50,• DISTi'!ICT HEATING PIPING' ,t,T59 0 1 NETWr::JRK',/ 1 '1 1 1 
701 FORMAT(' PATH #OF n!A. 1 ,4X,'PUMP 1 ,T35, 1 PIPE',T46, 1 FXCAVATION',T 
lh2,' I"4SULATiflN' ,T713 1 1 "1ANHOLE',T94,•C'J"JOUIT 1 ,Tl07 1 1 PUMPING 1 ,/, 
2 1 NO. PIPES',T?t,• COST 1 ,T~5, 1 COST•,T50,•COST 1 ,T65, 1 CQST•,TAO, 
3 1 COST'.T95, 1 COST 1 0 Tll0, 'COST' ,/11 
705 F'lP'1AT{'l'l 
4612 FOR~AT!51lOI 
CSLL E~PSETI?0~,?60 1 -2 1 1l 
wRITE!NOUT,6471 QCADININ,4A121 NJ1,NJ2,NJ3,NJ4,NJ5 
DEFINE FILE llll000,40,U 1 K4001 
'JEFINE FILE l211000,40,U,K4001 
DfFINE FILE 13!1000,40,U,K4001 
'JEFINF FILE l411000,40,U,K4001 
DEFINE FILE 15!1'100 1 40 1 U,K400l 
CALL DRECCN 
CALL DRFAfJ 




























20 ~ 21 
22 z 
B H 24 < 25 
?6 '"d 
27 ~ 28 
?9 G) 































S14C ST= 0.0 
IFIL.GT.NBRA~HI Gr T~ bq 
~FA91NIN,101 INOICfNPATHS,NPLLP,140NY IF! INDIC.FQ.Ol r,o rJ 71 
I"' INOIC .£0.1 I 1.0 TO 91 
IF! INOIC.fQ.21 GO Tfl 1!9 
11 CALL STQTFLIINPATHS+li,ZZCOST,ZHL,KKI SMCST=SMCST+ZZCOST 
Gf) T'J 10'> 
91 C~ll PLLPINPATHS,INDIC,ZCOST,ZHL,KKI 
SMCST=SMCST+ZC~ST 
r;n TO 106 
qq CALL PLLPINPLLP,!NDIC,ZCOST ZHL KKI 
CALL ST~TFLIINPATHS-NPLLP+1f,zzcoST,ZHL,KKI 
S~CST=S~CST+ZCOST+ZZCOST 
GO TO 106 
106 BQCST=R~CST+S~CST 
G'l Til 6 
6q WRITEINOUT,1071 RRCST 
liJ Fr:JRI1ATI4ll01 





































COMMON /1\6/ KK 
C0~MON/AH/Jl,J2,J3,J4,JS,J6,J7,J8,JQ,Il,l? 
C~M"'ON/Al5/JlO,Jil,Jl?,Jl3,Jl4,Jl5,Jl6,Jl7,JlR,Jl9,J20 





















IF I J I q. G T. 1 I ·~·~IT!= I 'J!l'.JT, 31 
IFIJ20.r.T.21 ~~lT[("JOUT,11 
WR I Tf 11\JclUT, ~O?r,l 
IF!J1n.r~.11 ~RITFI"JnUT,4l J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J~,J1,J10,J11, 
l J l 2 , J 1 3 , J 14 , J l S , J 1 (. , J 1 7 , J 1 P. , J 1 CJ , J ~ n 
WRIH!NiJIJT,-<7')7) JJl,JJ2,JJ1,JJ4,JJ5,JJ6,JJ7,JJR,JJa,[l,l2 
QEA01NI~,~I ~I,K2,~1 
l F ( J 11 • ;:: Q • 1 l .~ P l T " I 'J 1 U T , '> l I( l , K ;> , K ·1 
P rAn 1 1\J I "J, 1 1 "' m, P r1 I s [F(J1?.r:Q.ll ..Jl'[H(NIJUT,~l P.lt0 1 Pf:\[5 
R f' A')( 'I I~~, 'l I ( D I ( 1 I , CPT I 2 l , C P! I '3 l , C" l ( 4 I , r 0 I I ~I , C PI I 6 I , C fl I I 7 l 
IF I J 1 3. r '). 1 I ·• ~IT;:: ( 'F'U:, 1 rJ) :': P f ( ll, CD I ( J) , CD I ( 31 , C P 1 ( 4) , C PI I 'i l , 1CPII61,CPII71 
RETII~N 
HlR'-'AT!9!C:) 
? ~''lQ.'IATI lll'il 
'I FCJR>t~T(// 1 "'*~** 'RUflF*** [l'~F nF THF J V·~Lurs h><E Tr.Jfl l\Qr,[:•,/11 
4 F-rJRMATI20!'>1 
S Fnq1AAT!H101 
~' F'W'A~Tf/1, 1 THF ['1/f'l!JT 'li.~IA[Tftl l[V[TS .~H 1 ,<l10) 
1 F'lR'IAT(JF,0.7) 
1 Ffl~<·"'I\TI//,' l'lf>'JT :>F'J':;ITY .~'-411 VI<;CIJSITY ~.?~:•, ?F7r.7) 
·< F r l P ·~ ~ T ! 1 r 1 0. 'i l 
l'l ,-'lll'HIT(//,' (~:)f I"'!CF !~lfl!CfS Aor: ' 1 /,7tl',.7) 
R ·l211 <=I J ~ ... ~ T ' I J 1 J .? J1 J 4 .J 'i J '> J 7 J q .) q J I 0 J I 1 
I J P J l ~ .114 J I 'i J I "' J1 7 .J I q ,J l q J? l/ 1 J 



























































I 4'• 14'i 







THJS ROUTINE CONTROLS PARALLEL FLOW PATHS 
COMMON/~S/ NJ1,NJ2,NJ3,NJ4,NJ5 
COM~ON/ A 7/LQ 
COMI'o40N/A8/J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,I1,12 
COMMO~/A15/J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,Jl6,Jl7,J18,Jl9,J70 
COMMON/A16/ NODEI131 TCOSTilOOl COM~ON/A1~/ BCOST,CCOST,DCOST,ECOST,FCOST,GCOST 
COMMON/A19/ S214l S114l,X114J,X?I41 
COM1140N/A?O/JJ1,JJZ,JJ3,JJ4,JJ5,JJ6,JJ7,JJ8,JJ9 COMMON/A27/ I~SULI 





IFIJ20.EO.OI GO TO 1410 
IFIJ20.E0.1l GO TO 1411 
IF IJ20.EQ.2l GO TO 1412 
1411 READININ,14131 KK,INSULI,ZL,QHEAT,BLOSS W=QHEAT/30. 
DEL TA=30. 
GO TO 1414 
1412 READININ,9821 KK,INSULI,W,ZL,QHEAT,BLOSS DEL TA=QHEAT/W 
GO TO 1414 
1410 READININ,9821 KK,INSULI,W,ZL,BLOSS,OELTA 1414 LO=KK 
WRITEINJ1'KKI w,ZL BLOSS DELTA 
IFIJJ3.EQ.Ol CALL coPTIMlKK,w,zL,BLOSS,DELTA,zcosr,zHL,ooJ 
IF(JJ3.E0.1l CALL TEMOPIKK,W,ZL,BLOSS,DELTA,ZCOST,ZHL,OOl SUM= SUM+ZCOST 
IFCZHL.GE.ZZHLl ZZHL=ZHL 
IFIZHL.LT.ZZHLI ZZHLzZZHL 
IFIJ.EQ.INDICI GO TO 67 





























































COMMON/A15/JlO,Jll,J12tJ13,J14rJ15,Jl6,J17,Jl8,Jl9,J20 COMMON/Alb/ NODE!13l,TLOST!100 
COMMON/AlB/ BCOST,CCOST,OCOST,ECOST,fCOST,GCOST 
COMMON/Al9/ S214ltS1(4),Xl(41,X2(4l 
COMMON/A20/JJl,JJl,JJ3,JJ4,JJ5,JJ6,JJ7,JJ8,JJ9 COMMON/A27/ INSULI 




lf(J20.EQ.OI GO TO 1410 
lfiJ20.EQ.11 GO TO 1411 
IF IJ20.EQ.2) GO TO 1412 
1411 READININ,l413) KK,INSULI,ZL,QHEAT,BlOSS W=QHEAT 130. 
OELTA=30. 
GO TO 1414 
1412 REAOININ,9821 KK,INSULI,W,ZL,QHEAT,BLOSS 
DEL TA=QHEAT /W 
GO TO 1414 
1410 READININ,9821 KK,INSULI,W,ZL,BLOSS,DELTA 1414 LQ=KK 
WRITEINJ1 1 KKI WrZL,BLOSS,DELTA 
IF!JJ3.EQ.OI CALL COPTIMIKK,W 1 ZL,RLOSS,DELTA,ZCOST,ZHL,00) IF!JJ3.EQ.ll CALL TEMOPIKK,W,£L,BLOSS,DELTA,ZCOST,ZHL,ODI SUM= SUM+ZCOST 
SUMLOS= SUMLOS+ZHL 
IFIJ.EQ.(NODEN-1)1 GO TO 67 























































C THIS ROUTINE OPTIMIZFS ~ASF~ 0~ INST~Lt.ftTIO~ & PUMPING COST C:l'~'1fl~J/q/K1 1 1<'2,K1 
c~v'1nN/h'IRHn,onrs 
[0~~1~/A3/CP!(7) 
rn'1 11 1N/\4/'10NV 
([)Y,'~IJN/65/ NJl ,NJ2 ,NJ3,~J4, \jj<; 




CfJM'1Q"J/Al2/~~SE~,BAS[P 1 BASFF,~ASEV 1 BASED,BASE$,~ASEWS,~~SEP~ (fl'1MON/AlJ/YDLCST 1 HOLFT 
['i"'~JNI\14/ VEll!~,"'NN 
f1M'1nNIA1~/JlO,Jll,Jl2,J11,Jl4,J1'5,Jl6,J17,Jlfl,Jl9,J?O 
U1 M '~ fl N /A 1 " I '~ 0 DE I 1 3 l , T C'l S T ( l fl 0 I 
r J"'~!JNI .q <1/ P.C•JS T ,CCOST, DCOST, ECOST ,F"CQS T ,GCflST 
C 0". '111N I~ l n I $2 ( 4) , $1 ( 4 I , X 1 ( 4 l , X J ( 4 ) 
CJ"~ON IA20/JJl,JJ2 1 JJ3 1 JJ4,JJ5 1 JJ6,JJ7 1 JJq,JJ9 (1MMQ"J/~?7/ l"JSUL! 





100 11 ='1+1 
!~(W.LT.O.l Gn TO 1001 
117 l=~LflAT(~)/12. 
C<~LL FUJCLC(':I, lL,D,qLOSS,Q 1 "J,Y) 
rALL (PlJ"P('<,tJ 1 1,ACJSTI CALL [D[DE(\j,O,ZL,qCnST) 
CALL CEXC6V(N,O,ZL,CCD5Tl 
IF I I 'J S lJ L I • F r). 0 l nc [] S T = •). 0 
(C(J"J)UL!.~J[.OJ CI\LL CINSUL(IIJ,D 1 lL 1 0CI1STl CALL [M"JH0L("J,ZL,FCOSTJ 
\AI_L CCrJI\If'T(~~j,:J,!L,FCflSTl 
'-"LL PIJ'~C<;r (H,Q 1 f1,f.C'l<;T l 




TCfl <;T ( r<) = ~C '1) T+RU'S T +U IJS T+ CJCn <; T +U (! S T + FCIJS T i-GCOS T 
I F ( L L • F .) • 0 ) Gr J T rJ >1 n ~ 
JI=(LL.F'J.ll :;] Til R04 
J~'(LL.~~.?l :;0 rn A7l 
JF('-I.>=Q.J) K=K./ 
JF("'.FL7l K=K1 
JF(M.c').~) ~0 TJ SRI 
Fl "'.GT.1 l r;n rn 673 
G 1~ T') 1 "0 
'' Y l K K 1 = K 1 
KK~=K/ 
I<' ifl = '<3 




























































~71 ~= rLn~r~~~-Kli/1?.0**LI 
I F I I I A H S I T C US T I~ K I I - T Ul S T I K K 2 J I I • L T • 'i ') • I • 1\N !J. I ( A Fl S ( TC n S T1 K K 2 I - T C 0 
ISTIKK3lll.IT.'iO.Il GJ Til b7R 
p: I I TC'JS T I KK I l • G T • TC OS T I KK 21 l • AN'). ITUIS T ( KK 2 I. G T. TCIJ S Tl K K 3 I I I 
1 (ALL W~ONG(K~I,KK?,KK1,~,KK'i,KKb,KK7,~qo71 
I~' I I TC '15 T ( K K 3 I • G T. TCfl S Tl KK 7) I • ~"Jf). ( TC'"JS T I KK2 I. G T. TC OS T( K K ll I ) 
1 CALL WQONG(~K3,KK2,KK1,~,~~5,~K6,K~7,&807) 
! F ( ( T C 'J 5 T ( K I< 1 I • G T • T C n S T I K K 21 I • 1\ ~I:) • ( T Ul S T ( K K 1 I • G T • T Ul S T ( '< K 2 I I I 
IC~LI STAND~IKKl,KK2,KK3,M,KK5,KK~,KK7,~9021 
WR.I TF ( '~r:JUT ,qot I 
ROt ~=~~MAT(//, 1 *****FPQnP*** THE COST Ql= THE CE"'TEK POINT IS GQF~TfR 
I TH'\T Td[ Li"'IT PfJINTS. THIS l'll')f[Hcs 1\ i'ISCQ!IlT!NnrlUS COST f:IJNCT 
? I'Ht. • ,11, • PERtJN PRCflLr.., wtPi LPHTS sn fW c;o" iJI~'-FFP~•tr F~nM ~THIS PP'J'HE"1'1 
G~ Tr. r,q 
~0? K=KK'i 
I.L=') 
GCI Tfl 1()0 
~rn K=KKn 
LL=l 
G'l TO 100 
1104 K=KK7 
LL=2 
!"'( ( l.".R)IKK'i-Kt<61) .LT .21 KK?=KKf, 
tF((Jf>"')(KK5-KK6)l.LT.21 Gil TiJ 67'1 
IF(f[ARS(KK6-KK711.lT.21 KK?=KK(, 








r,n TrJ 1no3 
~07 D'l ~OR J=KK5,KK7 
'"l=FLOI\T ( J 1/12. 
CUL FLfJCLCIW,ZL ,fl,qLOSS,Q,N,HI 
CALL f.tliJ!.1PP~,O,D,ACt:Jc;T) 
CALL CPJD[(IIJ,f1,ZL ,RCOSTI 
CALL f.EXC~VIN,f1,ZL,CCOSTI 
IF 1 tN51Jll."tJ.rl! ocn5T=o.o 




C 1\ L l SUP CST I AC 115 T, Re OS T, C e f15 T , nt= C f1S , E ens T , F Cfl S T, GCf1 S T, I), Z L, Q, N, fiC f1 
1ST I 
IFII<K.NE.Mr.~Y) 1\CflST=O.o 
TC '"l 5 T ( J I= AC 'lS T+-P,Cnr:; T +CC OS T +llCil S T +FCOST+F ens T+GUJS T 
IFIJ.FQ.KK'il GO TO BOP 
IFIJ.FQ.IKK~+111 JJ=KK5 
IFITCOSTIJI.LT.TeJSTIJJII ShV~=TCOSTIJI 
IFITCOSTIJJI.LE.TC%TIJII ShVE =TCOSTIJJI 
































































1003 C~LL FLOCLCIW,ZL,IDD/l2.),8LOSS,Q,N,Hl 352 
CALL CPUM 0 1N,Q,D,ACOSTl 353 
CALL CPIPEIN,Q,lL,RCOSTI 354 
CALL CEXCAVIN,D,ZL,CCOSTI 355 
IF( INSULI.EQ.OI DCOST=O.O 356 
IFIINSULI.NE.Ol CALL CINSlJLIN,O,ZL,DCOSTl 357 CALL CMNHOLIN,ZL,ECOSTl l58 
CALL CCONDTIN,D,ZL,FCOST) 359 
CALL PUMCSTIH,Q,N,GCOSTI 360 
CALL SUPCSTIACOST,BCOST,CCOST,DCOST,ECOST,FCOST,GCOST,O,ZL,O,N,HCO 361 
lSTl 362 IF( KK.NE.MONY) ACOST=O.O 363 
PRINCP=ACOST+BCOST+CCOST+DCOST+ECOST+FCOST+HCOST 364 
ZCOST=PRINCP+GCOST 365 
CALL HEAT$(W,DELTA,SSOLD) 366 
IFI OELTA.LT ,0) GO Tn 707 367 
GO TO 708 368 707 RETINV=O.O 169 
70~ WRITEINJ4'KKI PRINCP,$SOLO,ACOST,BCOST,CCOST,OCOST,FCOST,FCOST,GCO ~70 




WRITEINOUT,712) KK,N,IDIAM,ACOST,BCOST,CCOST,OCOST,ECOST,FCOST,GCO 375 
2ST 376 GO TO 1002 3 77 
1001 ZCDST=O. 378 
ZHL=O. H9 
00=0. 3~0 
1002 RETURN 381 
712 FORMATI//,315,7Fl5.2) l~2 









THIS ROUTI~E OPT[~IZFS RASED ON ~AXIMUM PROFIT 
C'l~~ON /Al/Kl,KZ,K3 
C'l'~'-111N/ A4/M11NY 








!F(w.LT.O} GO Til 146 
CALL HEAT$(W,DELTA,\SOLOl 











l~(LM.~Q.Kll Gil TO 27 
IFIGGCOST.LT.SAV~I GO TO 27 








r,o TO 118 
11') qf'TINV=O.n 
11~ rt.LL CMNHilL!N,ZL,~C'lSTI 
CALL (DIJ~P(~, ),11!A, ACilST I (fiLL CP!PEIN,~Ifi,ZL,~CilSTI 
CALL CEXCAV(N,11IA,7L,CCilSTl 
IF!!NSUtl.EQ.OI ')COST=O.O 
IF( PJSULI.NJC.OI CALL CINSlJLit-.J,n,ll,OCilSTI 
CALL CCON"T(N,nJA,ZL,FCO~Tl 
CALL SUPCST!ACOST,RCOST,CCOST,OCOST,ECOST,FCOST,GCOST,O,ZL,Q,N,HCil 







70R ~qtTF!NJ4'KKl PqiNCP,ssoLo,ArosT,PcosT,ccosr,ncosr,EcosT,FCOST,GCo 

































































r Yl = H 













COM~ON/A20/JJ1 1 JJ2,JJ3,JJ4,JJ5,JJ6,JJ7 1 JJ8,JJ9 DATA NIN,NOUT 11 3/ 
IFIJl.FQ.OI VELLfM:lQ. 
IFIJl.GT.Ol REAOININ,l~l VELLIM 
IFIJl9.EO.ll WRITE(NOUT,l31 VELLIM 
IFIJJl.FQ.ll REAOININ,lll NNN 
IFIJJl.EO.Ol NNN=O 
NJ=NNN+l 




13 FOR~ATI/,' LI~ITING VELOCITY IS : '• F20.71 









































SU~R~UTI~E A~HLIN 479 
C THIS ROUTINE !~PUTS ~A~HOL~ OAT4 4AO 
C0'-1"111N/Ail/Jl,J2,J3,J4,J';,J6,J7,J'I,J'l,[1,1? 4~1 
COM~ON/A13/HOLCST,HOLFT 482 
c~~~~~t•1';t J1n,J11,Jl2,Jl~.J14,Jllj,Jl6,Jl7,Jl8,Jl9,J2o 4R3 
9ATA NI~,NO~T /1,3/ 4R4 
IFIJ7.FQ.OI RI"TUP~ 4R'; 
IFIJ7.r0.11 GIJ TO 1 486 
IF(J7.FQ.21 GfJ TO 3 4<1.7 
IFIJ7.FQ.~I Gn TO ~j 4RA 
REAOIN!N,lOI HOLCST 489 
HOLFT:lQOO. 490 
GO TO 19 491 
3 REAOININ,lOI HOLFT 492 
HOLCST= 38. 49~ 
GO TO 19 494 
5 REAOI~IN,111 H0LCST,HOLFT 495 
19 IFIJ1R.FQ.ll WAITEINOUT,171 HfJLCST,HOLFT 4Q6 
~ETURN 497 
10 FOR"1ATIF20.71 498 
11 FOIH4AT 12F20.1) 499 
17 FORMAT(!,• MANHOLE COST IS : $ 1 ,F20.7, 1 A MANHOLE IS !NSTALl.ED ';00 






c SUBROUTINE Tl~EAO 





COMMON/Al5/JlO,JllrJ12rJ13,Jl4rJ15,Jl6,Jl7,J18,J19,J20 O!TA NIN,NOUT /1,3/ 
IFIJ3.EQ.21 GO TO 1 
2 IFIJ4.EQ.21 GO TO 3 
4 IFIJfl.F.O.ll GO Tf1 5 
RETURN 
IF!Jl6.FQ.ll WRITEINDUT,441 
00 4 3 J = 1 ,l 0 0 
READ!NI~,101 N,SPUMP 
IFIJ16.FQ.l) WRITFINOUT,451 N,SPU~P 
TPUMPINI=SPUMP 
43 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 
3 IFIJ14.E0.11 WRITEINOUT,461 
DO 20 J=l,lOO 
READININ,IOI N,SPIPE 
IFIJ14.EO.ll WRITEINfJlJT,451 N,SPIPE 
TPIPEI~I=SPIPE 
7.0 CQNTINUE 
GfJ TO 4 
5 IFIJ15.EQ.ll WRITEINOUT,471 
on 30 J=t,so 
REAOININ,101 N,SCNDUT 
IFIJ15.FQ.lJ WRITEINOUT,4SI N,SCNOUT 
TCNDTI Nl= SCNI)UT 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURI\I 
10 FORMAT! I';,F20. 71 
44 FQRMATI'I'•' PUMP COST DATA') 
45 FfJRMATII5,F20.71 
46 FORMATI'l'r' PIPF COST OATA 1 1 



















































THIS '<lUTI'IF [.',P;_JTS Cn<;T f'IHA 
(0~~~NIA 0 IJL,J?,J1,J4,J5,Jh,J7,J3,JQ,[l,l2 
(r;'l W')~· I A 1 21 'HI 5 '- .~, '\h S ~p, RA) U, f<A S EV, "~4 SF'), BAS F $, HAS r:w ~, 31\ S FP $ 
co~~a~I§I~IJl~,Jtl,Jl?,Jl1,JI4,Jl5,Jl~.Jl7,JlR,Jl9,J'n 
'1 H A ~~I N , ' r:• JT It , ~I 
'1 h S t tJ-= I) • Q 
'1\S"P= n,r' 
".II<; F F = :) ,I' 
1.'\'i"V = '),n 
'\ASF" = n,·! 
-~-~<,t=f>= '1.0 
·'· A <; c ·.-1 ;, = f) , 0 
~II S ~' 0 <, = •1 ,I) 
IF(J3,:-:,;,[) :;·• L::: 1 
? 1 F I Jl• • ~'- ,) • l l G' 1 T'1 3 
4 I r ( J 'i , ~ ·-;). l ) r;:' T I' 5 
h !FIY·.~·J.ll r;·l Tr' 7 
r; I c I J9 .F). ll r,r; T n ') 
J? !FIJ17.<=0.ll ~MtTrl~lUT,40) ~4<;[A,q8S~WS,B!ISEP,RASFPt,~I\SFF 
l,145"V,RAS<=J,1ASF$ 
·'FTIJ 0 ~, 
of~fll~l~.lll <1<;Fw,q~sFws 
r;rJ TO 1 
< >H'A[l("JIN,lll ~AS[P,'\.\C,(O~ 
r;n T'l 4 
~ OF~')(N!"J,lOl 'l~<;FF 
GiJ TO 6 
7 RFII!l(~I"'J,\(1) '11\)~='V 
·;rl T ~ <1 
q Qcii1("JI~,II l ~1<;~'),'11\S~, 





'•'~ P)fl'~.'>f(!,' I'!DJT •JilT' "AS! C'lST'i',//, 1 'liiSr Flrl'..J QATF PU"P C'JS 
1 T 'f> <;' ~; fl c <;J r P I fl ~ C '1 <; T FX C.\ V ~ Tf ; l 'I I'' S' Jlll T I O"J '\ t. <; I= I)~ V <; $ 




















































r T H I 5 P, '1 IH I~~~ :.r1 L C Ul .H ~ S '1' \ n Lil S S t. \J 'J ~ 'J r ,., I P [ S 
cn~~nNth1/K1,K',~~ 
C T~ 'If J \J I fl7 I R H fl , ~ 1 I S 
r "~ '1 [) ~J I A 'i I ·~ J I , 'I! J ;;> , 'J J 1 , 'J J 4 , 'U <; 
Ul~ M'lN I AF,/ K..;, 
('_11"'1·J'JIA7/L•) 
r r1 .1! I! 11 N I A P I J 1 , J 7 , J 3 , J 4 , J j , J 6 , J 7 , J >I , J q , I I , I ? ("M"'f)N/ A 141 VI'Ll [ ~, N'J"! 
fl'HrlNifl1'll f,2(41 1 $1(41 1 Xl(41 1 X?I41 C1¥1AflNIA?OIJJ1,JJ2,JJ3 1 JJ4,JJS,JJ~,JJ7,JJq,JJ~ n~TA 'J!N,NnUTI1,31 
•';(=32.17 
P'IJJl.~Q.OI 'J=O 
IF I JJl.r.T .0 I '-i=N'J'J 
21 tJ=N+l 
WT= W/ ~='LOAT("J) 
~= 3.14150*1**?14. 
V= WTIIRH0*A*3600.) 
IF(V.<.T.V~LLI~l Gfl Tn 70 
R"= D*V*RHf:/R!l!S Q= t.*V 
IFIRF.LT.Zll)"l.l F=1h./ F 
I r I I R F • ,-, T. ?1 •11) I •. \ \J 'l • I •l • LT • 1. c 'i ) I F = !J • I R6- • n 0? <, * A L ll :-; I · )( '<" I I~'(RF.:.E.l. f''il F=.OO? 
HL=4.0*F*!L*V**2/IZ.)* C>!t:JI 
I F I ~ l n S S • LT • 0 • I r;n T ·• 'i 1 'i 
!F(J~.El.ll ~n T~ 3'i 
~ UJ S <; = Q • 4 "·i L 
r.n rn 3'i 
9'i 1 <; f1Lfl5S=O. "l 
15 H=HL+ 'IL'lSS 


















































THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES PUMP COST COMMON/ A 3/CP I( 11 
CO~MON/A8/JltJ2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,Il,IZ CO~MON/All/TPU~PilOOI 
COMMON/Al2/BASEWtBASEPJBASEE,BASEV,BASED,BASES,BASEWS,BASEPS COMMON/Al9/ $2141,$114 ,Xli41,X2141 
DATA NIN,NOUT/lf3/ 
IFIJ3.EQ.OI GO 0 1 
1FCJ3.EQ.ll GO TO 2 
IFIJ3.EQ.21 GO TO 3 
IFIJ3.EQ.31 GO TO 4 
TOTAL INSTALLED COST OF THE PU~PS 
1 WBASE= 400.0/160.0*7.481 
RATIO = Q/WRASE 
ACOST= CPIIli*RATI0**0.98*1185.0*NPU~P GO TO 5 
2 RATIO= Q/BASEW 
ACOST= CPI1li*RATI0**0.98*BASEWS*NPUMP GO TO 5 
3 NO=O*l2.+.5 












































c SUBROUTINE CPIPE(~PIPE,D,ZLENTH,BCOSTI T~IS ROUTINE C~LCULATES PIPE COST COM ~ON/ A3/CP I I 71 
CO~~ON/AA/Jl,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,JB,J9,11,12 
C~~~ON/A9/TP!PfllOOI 
CO~~ON/Al2/BAS~w,~ASEP,BASEE,BASEV,BASED,BASES,BASEW$,BASEP$ COMMON/Alq/ $2(41,Sli41,Xli41,X2(4) 
DATA NIN,NOUT/lf3/ 
IFIJ4.EQ.OI GO 0 1 
IFIJ4.EQ.ll GO TO 7 
IFIJ4.EQ.21 G8 TO 3 
IFIJ4.FQ.3) SO TC 4 
RAT!r) = 1.2*1) 
~COST= NPIPF.*RATia**l.l5*ZLENTH*CPII21*30. Gfl TO 5 
2 RATIO = 12.0*0/BASEP 
9COST=NPIPF.*RATIO**l.l5*ZLENTH*CPI121*BASEP$ GO TO 'i 
3 Nf'l=D*l2.+.5 
ACOST= NPIPE*ZLENTH*CPII2l*TPIPE(NOI GO TO 5 
4 OIA=l2.*0 
CALL CPOLEIZ OIA,S$$1 
















































THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES EXCAVATION COST CO~MON/ A3/CPI 171 
C~M~ON/AR/J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6iJ7,J8,J9,11,12 COMMON/Al2/~ASEW,BASEP,BASEE,BASEV,~ASED,RASES,BASEWS,~ASEP$ DATA NIN,NOUT/1,3/ 
IFIJ5.EQ.OI GIJ TO 1 
!F(J5.E0.11 GO TO 2 
WIDTH= 2.0+~PIPE*D 
DEPTH = 3.0+0 
VOL= ZLENTH*WIDTH*OEPTH 
CCOST: CPII3l*VOL*2.0 
GO TO 5 
2 WIDTH= 2.0+ NPIPE*O 
DEPTH= 3.0+0 
VOL: ZLENTH*WIOTH*DEPTH 




THIS RQUTINE CALCULATES INSULATION COST COMMON/A3/CPI171 
CnMMON/Aq/Jl,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J9,J9,1l,l2 
C1MMON/Al2/3ASE~,3ASEP,qASEF,~ASFV,BASED,RASES,BASEWS,AASEP$ ~ATA NIN,NOUT/1,3/ 
IF(J6.EQ.OI r,n TO l 
!FIJ6.EQ.ll GO TO 2 
OCOST= CPII4l*NPIPE*ZLENTH*a 
Go TO 5 
Z 1COST=CPII4l*NPIPE*ZLE~TH*AASEV*O 























































THIS RQUTINE CALCULATES ~6NHOLE COSTS 




IFIJ7.EQ.OI GO TO 1 
Jr(J7.EO.ll GO TO? 
!"''J7.E~J.?I r,n T!! 3 
IFIJ7.F~.~l GO Tr 4 
OEPT4=9.+ INPIPE-?1*0.5 
EC~ST= CPII5l*~LE~TH*8EPTH*3~./l000. 
r.n TO 5 
~ OFPTH=9.+1NPIPF-2l*0.5 
ECOST=CPJ(51*ZLFNTH*OE~TH*H0LCST/HnLFT 
1.0 TO 5 
3 Q(PTH= 9.+ (NPIPF-21*0.5 
ECOST=CPII5l*ZLENTH*~EPTH*HOLCSTIHOLFT 
GO lf) 5 
4 OFPTH=9.+ INPIPE-21*0.5 
FCOST=CPTI5l*7LF~TH*DEPTH*HOLCST/HOLFT 
r;o rr1 5 
5 RFTURN 
END 
SIJ '\~OUT I 'liE CCniiJ,JT I ~tr> I o ~', O, ZL ENTH, FCJ S T I 
THIS R!'JUTIN~' CALCULATES CONDUIT CnST 





IF(Jq.~Q.OI GO 0 I 
IFI J'l.EQ.l I Gr:' Tn 2 
1~1 Jll.EQ.21 r,n TO 4 
OIA=?.O*D+ I~PIP~'-21*0/2. 
7ATIO= 1)111/L 
FCfJ 5 T=C PI I 6 I *RAT I 11**0. 6* lL FN T H* l4. 
G'l T fJ 5 
2 ~0=1!2.*0+?.)/4. 
"J l0=4*'HJ IFt"JnO.[Q.OI "J10=4 
FCnST=CPII~l*lLE"JT4*T\.NDTI"J0fJ) 
GO HJ 5 
4 DIII=I2.0+D+INPI°F-2l*DI2.0l*l2. 
CALL CPnLEI3,0IA,S$SI 
Ff.flST=CP I (o l*li_Er-;THHU 
r;n TO 'i 









































































IFIJ9.E'l.OI SO TO 1 
IFIJ9.EO.ll r,Q TO 2 
HRS= 300.0*?4. 
WTI-I~S = ZKW*HPS 
TTLKWH = NP!PF*WTHRS 
Gf.OST= O.OlO*CPII71*TTLKWH 
GO TO ?4 
7 f-IRS= RAS£'11*24. 
WTHRS= lKW*HR.S 
TTLKWH = NPIPE*WTHRS 
GCnST = BASF.S*CPII71*TTLKWH 

















































CO~~ON/Al9/ $2(4) ,$((4l,Xl14l,X2(4) 
DHA N!N,NOtJT/l,'J/ 
lF(J1.FQ.31 GO TO l 
2 !F(J4.EQ.3) GO Tn 3 
4 IF IJ8.E0.21 GO TO 5 
RFTUfllll 
REAOININ,Bl Xll ll,$l(ll,X2(11~'21ll 
GO TO 2 
RFA9(11liN,~I Xl(2),$ll?l,X212l 1 $212l 
GO Fl 4 
5 REhO(NIN,Bl Xl(3),$lf'Jl,X213l 1 $2131 RETURN 
A FOR~AT(4F?0.7l 
END 
s u 'l R n t JT I N E '.-1 R n 'I r, 1 K 1< 1 1 K K 2 , K K 3 1 R , K K 5 , K K 6 1 K K 7 , * 1 
C T~IS ROUTINE C1NTROLS WHEN CURVF ORIENTATION IS WRONG 
COM~ON/6l/Kl,K21K3 
IFIKKl.GT.KK31 SO TO 46 
































































THIS ~OUTINE CONTROLS WHEN CURVE ORIENTATION IS RIGHT 
KK5=KK2 -IFIXIRl/2 
KK6=KK2 








IFIW.LT.O.l GO TO 5 
IFIJJ4.EQ.ll GO TO 1 
IFIJJ4.E0.2l GO TO 2 
1 SSOLD=W*FCTRLO*DELTA*.23/lOOOOO. GO TO 5 
2 SSOLD=W*DELTA*FCTRLO*BASEHS/1000000. 5 RFTURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRECON 
C THIS ROUTINE READS ECONOMIC DATA 
COMMON/AS/ NJlrNJ2,NJ3,NJ4,NJ5 
COMMON /A6/ KK 
COMMON/A22/FCTRLD,BASEHS 














































































SU~ROUTINE 5UPCSTI~COST,RCOST,CCOST,OCOST,EC05T,FCOST,GCOST,D,Zl 1 lQ,N,HCOSTI 





COMMON/A22/FCTRLD 1 RASEHS CO~MON/A73/YEARS,~ALVAS,FRINTR,Tl,T2,T3,T4,T5 1 T6 I=O 
TFIJJ5.EO.OI GO TO 1 
IFIJJ5.EO.ll GO TO 2 
IFIJJ5.EQ.21 GO TO 3 
IFIJJ5.E0.31 GO TO 4 
DFPRES=IPRINCP*I1.-SALVASII/YEARS 
GO TO 5 
2 K=IFIXIYEARSI 
DO 1 J= 1, K 
1 I= I +J 
DEPRES=I2.0*IYE~RS-FLOATIM)+1.)*PRINCP*I 1.-SALVASII/IYEARS*IYEARS+ 11. II 
GO TO 5 
3 OEPRES=IPRINCP*I1.-SALVASI*FRINTRI/I 11.+FRINTRI**M-1.1 GO TO 5 
4 IFIM.EQ.ll DEPRES=PRINCP*Z.O*Il./YEARSI 






































































SU~ROUTINE RTOWAYIKK 1 RTWAY$) 
COMMON/AS/ NJl,NJ2,NJ3,NJ4,NJ5 
COMMON/A28/Ul4,U15,Ul6 1 Ul7 1 Ul8,Ul9 1 U20tU2ltU22,U23 
Zl T=O. 
DO 1 J: 1, KK 
REAO(NJ1 1 JI W,ZL,BLOSS,OELTA 
















































THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE ADJUSTMENTS TO BE APPLIED COMMON/A8/J1,J2,J3 1 J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,11,12 
COMMON/A2R/Ul4,U15,Ul6,U17,Ul8,Ul9,U20,U2l,U22,U23 
IFC 12.EQ.OI GO TO 1 
IFCI2.EQ.ll GO TO 2 
1 IFCil.EQ.OI GO TO 3 
IFC Il.EQ.ll GO TO 4 






CALL FLOCLCIW,ZL,D,BLOSS 1Q,N,HI CALL PUMCSTCH,Q,N,GLCOSTJ 
XX?=GLCOST/2. 






CALL FLOCLCCW,ZL,D1 ~LOSSIQ,N,HI CALL PUMCSTIH,O,N,blCOST 
XX2=GLC'JST 

























































COMMON/Al3/HOLCS 1 HOLFT 
COMMON/Al4/ VELLIM,NNN 
COMMON/A16/ NODEI13l,TCOSTI100l 
COMMQN/Al7/ N,Q,H,OO,D,ZL ZCOST ZZCOST ACOST cnM~ON/Al8/ BCOST,CCOST,DCOST,F.COST,FCOST,GCOST 













IFIJJB.FQ.OI GO TO 13 
WRITF.INOUT,204) 










GO TO 13 
13 IFIJJ6.EQ.OI GO 10 1 
5 IF IJJ6.EO.Ol GO TO 6 
IFIJJ6.E0.21 GO TO 6 
WRITEINOUT,?I 
DO 3 L=1,K~ 
READINJ1 1 LI w,ZL,BLOSS,DELTA 
RFAO(NJ4'LI PR!NCP,SSOLO,ACOST,BCOST,CCOST,DCDST,ECOST,FCOST,GCOST 
1,HCOST 































































1074 ~ N 
V1 
SE=SE+ECOST 
SF =SF +FC OS T 
SS=SS+SSOLD 





2~32 IFI IllK.EQ.21 GO TO 2322 
IFI ILLK.EQ,OI WRITfl"lOUT,207l 
IFITLLK.EQ.11 WRITEINOUT,283ll 
MMI~=IFIXIYEARS+0.51 
DO ?20 ~=l,MMI5 
WRITEINDUT,?211 M 
IFIIIILK.FO.li.AND.IM.EO.UI CALL ADJUSTISPA,SGAI 
I F I I l L L K , F Q • 1) , AND, I M. E Q , 1 l I S P= S P-S P A 
IF I SP .\.. T .0.1 SP=O. 
WRITEINOUTf206l SP 





















IFIPRFTBD.LT.O.OI WRITEINOUT,2251 YFARS 
IFIPRFTBD.LT.O,J GO TO 240 




IFIPRFTAO,LT.O,) GO TO 6111 





6ll1 WRtTEI"lJ5'"41 CSFLNT 
220 CONTINUE 
WRITEINOUT,2301 

































































2 31 CONTINUE 
WRITEINOUT 1 23211PVALUEIMMPI,~~P=1,7l 
MMI5=1FIXIYEARS+0.5J 
00 233 ~~0=1.~~15 
00 2 34 ~14R= 1 ,7 






234 C:1'HI ~JUf 
~RITEI~1UT,235l~MQ,IPVALUEIMMTI,MMT=l,71 






IFIJINX.EO.OI GO TO 610~ 
lf-1 JPf\' ,F0,1001 WIIITFI"lll1JT,Allr11 
IFIJINx.~n.tOOl GO TO 2121 
RATF=O.Ol*JINX 
TI'1F=-l 




1)0 611)2 J=1,\1'•115 
IFIJINX,FQ.O.I ~0 TO 6117 
FACTflR=IEXP(RATE)-1,1/IEXPIPATE*JI*RATf*EXPIRATFII 
6112 QEA~INJ5 1 JI CSrlNT 
CIJA~ T =FACTUR*C SF L NT 
PIIKT=PA~T+QUART 
610?. CC'.'H INUE 
IFIPART.LT,Q,) GO TO 6103 
6101 G'l Tn 6107 
6103 00 6105 l=1,M'1!5 




GO T:J 241 
240 DEPR~t=SP/YFhRS 
iHJtJINC=IIfiSI PRFTf\DI+iJfPRE$ 
IF I U16. GT ,'1, I Gfi Til 242 
IFIU16.LT.n. I GO Tn 743 



























































111:! 4 O;:j N 
-..J 
w~IT~I~nuT,24bl $I~CR 




t;'"' Tfl ?'132 
?1J? I"'JJ~.E0.11 -,'1 Fl ''>J 
I" I JJ~."O.OI "",(] T, ~ 
6 fiR!TEIWJUT,~I 
'11 43 L=1,1(1C 
R:AII~J1'LI w,ZL,Rl'lSS,l~L TA 
RI'A')(~J?'ll ~.~,~ 
p=(o~.LT.O.I r,'l T" 4l 
" :< l T!: I 'r l U T , 4 4 I L , ~ , W , l L , Q.L (] '; ) , J "l T fl , 0 , H 
4l C l'liT I 'l'J~ 
'~" Ill' T'JR'4 
2 l=~~"laf['1 1 //,T40, 1 '":OST 'l.HA <\~f) TfJTo\LS 1 /// 0 ' PATH • 1 ,4X • PU"'' 1 o I , , ll) , I p , ~ E I • , 4 o • I E x c A v A , , o "l' I T ., 4 , I 1 N s u l ! , 1 oN • , , 1 1 , I M A~ H 'll r I , r !l, • 
? •:l~OU!T',Ttrl1,'PU"lP('lS 1 Tll3, 1 GRnSS 1 ,/ITl4 0 1 CflST',T3rJ, 1 C'lST 1 , 
l T 4'1, • r C 5 T 1 , T 54, 1 C 'J s T 1 , T 71 , • C IJ s T 1 1 T B b, • C Q S T 1 , T l o 1 , 1 coST' , T 1 nR , • INC n 4111:::/~[)IJR.',//1 
4 l=l~"lATIIS,T~,F12.2,2F15.2 2F14.2 2Fl5.7 1 F12.21 
q F"1'<~ATI 1 1 1 ,T4l, 1 FLr1fi E'llf•,t//,1 PATH It OF FUlwRAP", T311 1 1 1 l':'J'"iTH',T4~, 1 BUILDI"'G UJ';S 1 ,T'>0, 1 DfLTA T1 1 T71, 1 0 1 ,Jq0, 1 HEA'l LllSS 
2 1 ,1, 1 ' P(DtS 1 ,//I 
14 ~'1~14ATI' LOAD FACTCR SALE PP,JCE OF HEAT rFFECTIVF LIFE SALVAGt 
1VALUF SPi~I~G FIJ~jf) UTE 1 ,/I'iFI'i.~,//l 
1~ ~'f1R."l~TI 1 T1-T'i VALUES A~E : 1 ,/,~F\5.5,//1 
16 FJR~ATI' T6-Tl0 VALUES ARF: 1 ,/,5F15.5 1 //I 
l7 F'JR"lATI' Tl1-Tl5 VAUH:S Allf': 1 ,/,5F15.5,11) 
l~ rnR"lATI' T16-T1q VAL~ES ARf: 1 ,/ 1 3F15.5,//I 
to FlR"lAT( 1 U1-U'i VALUES APF: 1 ,/,~F15.5,//I 
20 Fl~"'ATI' U6-Ul~ VALUFS AR~:•,/,SF15.S,//I 
21 F~R"lATI' U11,U12,U11 VALUES ARE:•,/,3F15.51 
~7 rnR~ATI//r' U14-U1~ VALU~S ARE:•,/,~F15.51 
?3 F]R\IHI//, 1 !Jl9-IJ73 VAL·JrS hll1': 1 ,//,5Fl5.51 
44 FOR14AT!215,~f15.7) 
:>14 Fi"' R 14 A Tl I 1 I ,/I I ' • ~ c 'lNil"'l c I ~puT f) AT A. 'II I 
?05 F~R~ATI 1 TOTAL5',/ 0 T~ 1 F12.2 1 2F15.~ 1 ?F14.7.,2F1S.2,Fl7.21 ?~~ FJR.~hTI/1,• T~~ TOTAL I~STALLATI0N CI'JST IS : 1 ,f5R,'$S 1 ,F?0.71 2~7 1='1RI4ATI 1 1 1 ,//, 1 THF F1LLCJWING IS AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS W/0 ADJIJSTME 1~l' ,//) 
?'l'l ""R'4H(//,' THF GP'JSS A'J'MAL I~COMF IS :•,TqO,F20.21 
2'J<l ~"H'>~HI/1,' Tf-1': AN'IJ•JAL FI'IJ,\'JCI'lr. ~ND SUPPLFMfNTAL r!NA!IJCF CrJST IS: 1 1 ,T60,F20.i'l 
?11 F1R~ATI//,' T~E' I"JfPRECIH(n~ IS : 1 , T60 F;?0.21 
?11 Fn~~AT(f/, 1 TYc ~'l'JUAL nP~RATING A"lD ~AfNTENANCf EXPENCE IS :',f60 
I r~'2'l.;>) 
221 F~R.'>~ATI'l',!/,' YI=AR'ri3,T65,'0UTFLOWS 1 ,Tqo,•[NFLOWS 1 ,//I 
222 F1D\IATI//, 0 TYF A~!IJUAL PUMPING (I'JST IS: 0 ,T60,F20.21 
'21 FC1R14ATI//,' T11E ANN'JAL SIJPPLE..,t="'TARY cnsTs ARE:',T6o,Fzo.zl 
224 F8R~~TI//,' TYF ANNUAL I~SURANCF CHARGES ARf: 1 ,T60,F20.21 
?~5 >~~14AT(////,T21,' THE 5U.., nF TYF AN"'UAL fJPfRATING FXPENSES IS GREA 
1T~R',/,T20r' TYA'J THF ~RflSS INCil"'E 1 THUS THERE WILL ALWAYS BF AN', ?/,T20,' OPEP,ATI'IJG EXPE'JSE F0R THIS SYSTEM. THE FOLLilWI'IJG 1 ,/,T20, 
3' WILL ~E AN A'JALYSIS OF THF REQUIREMENTS TO JUST PAY 1 ,/,T20, 1 OFF 
'• Tl-1~ DLA~T Pl 1 ,F10.0, 1 YFARS 1 1 






1 1 'l () 
1191 
11 'l2 



















































tS: I ,T75,F2:J.21 
'227 FOR~AT(//,T20,' THF AN"'UAL "JET !~COME, I"'CLUOING THE 1 ,/,T'20,' AN"JU 
lAL ~cp~CCJ4TIO"J CHARGE INDICATFS A LOSS. THEREFORE, THE 1 1 /,T20,' 
7 FnLLOWING WILL RE AN ESTIMATION OF THE NUMPER QF 1 ,/jT20, 1 YFARS 
3T~ D4Y OFF THE PLANT AT THE SPECIF!FO RATE OF INCO~F 1 
228 Ffl.{~AT(/1, 1 THf' PROPERTY T.~XI=S !IRF: 1 ,T60,F20.2l 
?29 f''lRMAT(//, 1 TH"' FEDERAL ANf"l SThH INCOME TAXES ARF:•,H.O,F20.2l 
;>V) F:JRMAT('1'•' A CASH FL'lW SUM"'ARY Fnt.LOWS',//, 1 YFAR',TI3,'NET CASH 
1 FLow. ' T 2?' I 5:1: I 'T 3 6' I l 01 I 'T 'i () ' ' 1 'i% I ' T 64' • 2 0% I 'T 7 8'' 2 5%' ' T 1 0 2 ' I 30% I 
2,T112 1 '35%'1 
2'~2 FCJ«."'AT(' '•' -1',TA,7Fl4.21 
235 F'lR'1AT(J8,T~?,7F14.2l 
?F-.1 FORMAT(/1, 1 TOTALS',T22,7F14.21 
244 rORMhT(//, 1 THE INCREMENTAL SELLING INCREASE REQUIRED(S/1. Eo RTUI 
1 TO PAY OFF THE PLANT IN',F10.1, 1 YEARS IS: 1 ,F20.2l 
245 FOR"'AT(//, 1 THE PAY OUT TIME AT CURRENT RATF IS: 1 ,1PE15.71 
246 FOR~AT(//,' THE REQUIREO INCREASE IN ELECTRICITY COSTS, S/KWH IS:• 
t,E15.71 
256 FOR"'AT(//,' THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS:•,T60,F20.21 
2557 FORMAT!//,' THF TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS:',T60,F20 
1. 21 
2'331 FORMATI'l',/1,• ADJUSTED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS',/11 
6100 FORMATI't',//, 1 A LISTING OF THF NET CASH FLOW FOLLOWS:', 
1/, 1 YEAR AFTER START-UP' ,ns,• NET CASH FLOW') 
6106 FOR~ATII30,F20.21 
6207 F0RMhT(//I/, 1 THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT IS :•,13, 1 PER CENT'I 
6110 FJRMAT(///, 1 THE RETUR~ ON I~VESTMENT CANNOT BE FOUND BETWEEN -50 



































The digital computer program is written in the Fortran IV, level G 
language for the IBM 360-50 computer system. The program consists of a 
main program and 31 subroutines. 
Following is a listing of the subroutine names, the functions of 
the subroutines, the subroutines that are called and the subroutines 
that call the named subroutine. (I/0 means input or output device.) 
Name Function 
MAIN Flow Control; 
I/O 
STRTFL Flow Control of 
Series Circuit 
PLLP Flow Control of 
Parallel Circuit 








VEL IN ANHLIN 
EXPO IN PRICE I 


















TEMOP Optimization by HEAT$ FLOCLC STRTFL 
Maximization of CPIPE CEXCAV PLLP 
Annual Rate of PUMCST OANDM 
Return FINAN CMNHOL 
CPUMP CINSUL 
CCONDT SUP CST 




DREAD I/O OPTIONS 
---------
MAIN 
VEL IN I/O Velocity & 
---------
MAIN 
Number of Pipes 
ANHLIN I/O Manhole Data 
---------
MAIN 
EXPO IN I/O Exponent Data 
---------
MAIN 
TLREAD I/O Table Data 
---------
MAIN 
PRICE I I/O Cost Data --------- MAIN 
FLOCLC Pressure Drop; 
---------
TEMOP 
Number of Pipes COPTIM 
ADJUST 
CPUMP Pump Cost CPOLE TEMOP 
COPTIM 
CPIPE Pipe Cost CPOLE TEMOP COPTIM 
ADJUST 
CEXCAV Excavation Cost --------- TEMOP COPTIM 
ADJUST 









































































The program can compute optimum sizes for as many as 999 flowpaths 
and piping diameters from one inch to 100 inches. Five tape or disk 
storage units are utilized, each containing 1000 records of 40 words 
each. 130,000 bytes of core storage are required in the execution of 
this program. 
The program consists of some 1200 computer cards. Compilation 
time for the program is on the order of 3 minutes. The example problem 
computation required 5 minutes of computer time; a problem with 999 




The input data is separated into four sections: economic data, 
fixed point and mandatory data, optional data and flow path data. In 
each case, the required format is given. All data that is mandatory is 
coded (M) and optional data is coded (0). 
A. ECONOMIC DATA 





Overall plant load factor. If 
not available, input 0.8. (Fl5.5)(M) 
Selling price of heat, $/106 BTU 
(Fl5.5)(M) 
Effective plant life, years 
(Fl5.5)(M) 
Salvage value of plant as 
a fraction of the initial 
investment. A value from 
0.00 to 0.25 is recommended. 
(Fl5.5)(M) 
Sinking fund interest rate. 
Required only if sinking fund 
depreciation is selected. (Fl5.5)(M) 
The next six data values are used in a supplemental cost routine 
for cash flow analysis. This permits the investigator to change vary-
ing interest rates on the capital cost, return on investment, operating 
and maintenance costs, financing costs, depreciation costs, and an 
independent supplemental cost. Thus, a cost such as operating capital 
\. 
(which is not included elsewhere) could be input as a percentage of 
the investment; labor cost as an independent cost, etc. 
Card 02 Tl Column 1-15 
T2 Col 16-30 
T3 Col 31-45 
T4 Col 46-60 
T5 Col 61-75 
Card 03 T6 Col 1-15 
T7 Col 16-30 
T8 Col 31-45 
T9 Col 46-60 
Supplemental cost, fraction of 
installation cost. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost, fraction of 
gross income. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost, fraction of 
operating and maintenance costs 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost, fraction of 
financing costs. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost, fraction of 
depreciation cost. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost, independent. 
($/year) (Fl5.5) (0) 
Annual operating and maintenance 
costs, fraction of installation 
costs. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Annual operating/maintenance costs-
fraction of installation costs. 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Operation and Maintenance costs, 
D2 
independent input. ($/year)(Fl5.5)(0) 
TlO Col 61-75 Annual financing charge interest 
rate (expressed as a fraction). 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
D3 
Card 04 Tll Column 1-15 Financing cost, independent. ($/year) 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Tl2 Col 16-30 Federal income tax rate (fraction). 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Tl3 Col 31-45 State income tax rate (fraction). 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Tl4 Col 46-60 County tax rate (computed considering 
investment costs only). (fraction) 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Tl5 Col 61-75 City tax rate (computed considering 
investment costs only). (fraction) 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Card 05 Tl6 Col 1-15 Liability insurance rate (computed 
on investment cost only). (fraction) 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Tl7 Col 31-45 Independent insurance costs (annual). 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
The remainder of this card and the next few cards are used to 
input percentages of the component costs. This can be used, for 
example, as a reliability input by using 1.5 or 2.0 for the pump 
cost. (Note: The effect of these inputs are added to the total 
installation costs for computing the total installation costs.) 
Card 05 Ul Column 46-60 Supplemental cost-fraction of the 
(cont'd) 
pump cost. (Fl5.5) (0) 
U2 Col 61-75 Supplemental cost-fraction of 
piping cost. (Fl5. 5) (0) 






















Supplemental cost-fraction of 
excavation cost. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-fraction of 
insulation cost. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-fraction of 
manhole cost. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-fraction of 
conduit cost. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-fraction of 
pumping cost. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-independent. 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-multiple of 
diameter. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-multiple of 
length. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-multiple of 
volumetric flowrate. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-multiple of 
the number of pipes. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Supplemental cost-independent. 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
The following data is used to input right of way costs, easement 
costs, and an indicator for adjustment calculations. 
Card 09 Ul4 Column 1-15 Input length of pipe installed in 
lakes, rivers (no right of way costs 










Input $$/foot of right of way cost. 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
If greater than 0, computes any 
increase in selling price in terms 
of $$/106 BTU increase. (Fl5. 5) (0) 
If less than 0, computes the increase 
in selling price required in $$/Kilo-
watt-hour. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Megawatt electrical rating of the 
plant. (Fl5.5) (0) 
Easement costs, $/year. (Fl5.5)(0) 
The next card contains the data required for the adjusted cost 
analysis. The input data determines the type of conventional system 
for the comparative analysis. 
Card 10 Ul9 Column 1-15 
U20 Col 16-30 
U21 Col 31-45 
U22 Col 46-60 
Installation cost of the piping 
of the conventional condensing 
system. (Fl5.5)(0) 
Annual pumping cost, $$/year (for 
condensing system). (Fl5.5)(0) 
Flowrate of conventional cooling 
system in gallons per minute. 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
Fractional cost expenditure 
required (fraction of size of 
conventional equipment and operating 
cost). (Fl5.5)(0) 
D5 
U23 Col 61-75 Cost of installation of conventional 
condensing system (physical plant). 
(Fl5.5)(0) 
B. FIXED POINT AND MANDATORY DATA 
The following data cards are the control cards for the program. 
Most of the data in this section must be supplied. 










Input=O::limiting velocity is 10ft/sec 
Input=l::limiting velocity is supplied 
Input=O::building loss is calculated 
Input=l::building loss is supplied 
Input=O::pump cost is calculated 
(1962 dollars) 
Input=l::base size, base price to 
be input for exponential 
Input=2::100 values of pipe size, 
pipe cost to be supplied 
Input=3::input two sizes, two costs 
for exponential fit 
Input=O::pipe cost is calculated 
(1962 dollars) 
Input=l::input base size, base price 
for exponential 
Input=2::100 values of pipe sizes and 
costs to be supplied 
Input=3::input two sizes, two costs 
for exponential fit 
Input=O::excavation cost is calculated 
D6 
J6 Col 30 
J7 Col 35 
J8 Col 40 
J9 Col 45 
Il Col 50 
12 Col 55 
Input=l::input BASEE, $/ft3 excavated 
Input=O::calculates insulation cost 
(1962 dollars) 
D7 
Input=l::input BASEV, $/ft insulation cost 
Input=O::calculates manhole cost 
(1962 dollars) 
Input~l::input the hole cost ($/ft. depth) 
Input=2::input the hole cost and the 
hole spacing (feet) 
Input=O::calculates the conduit cost 
(1962 dollars) 
Input=l::50 values of size, cost of 
conduit to be supplied 
Input=2::input cost, size for exponential 
Input=O::calculate pumping power cost 
(1962 dollars) 
Input=l::input BASED and BASE$ (base 
days and base cost of electricity, 
$/KWH) 
Input=O::a standard condenser is the 
comparison base 
Input=l::a cooling tower is the 
comparison base 
Input=2::a cooling pond is the comparison 
base 
Input=O::use program calculations 






Input=l::calculates for system 
characterized by Il 







Input=O::the input fixed point data 
is not printed 
Input=l::the input fixed point data 
is printed 
lnput=O::the limiting radii are not 
printed 
Input=l::the limiting radii are printed 
Input=O::density and viscosity are not 
printed 
Input=l::density and viscosity are 
printed 
Input=O::the cost-price indices are not 
printed 
Input=l::the cost-price indices are 
printed 
Input=O::no pipe table cost data output 
Input=l::pipe data table is output 
(this option only available if 
J4=2) 
Input=O::no conduit table cost data 
output 
Input=l::conduit cost data is output 















Input=O::no pump table cost data output 
Input=l::pump cost data table is output 
(this option only available if 
J3=2) 
Input=O::base values from optional data 
cards are not printed 
Input=l::base values from optional data 
cards are printed 
Input=O::manhole cost data not printed 
Input=l::manhole cost data is printed 
Input=O::limiting velocity is not printed 
Input=l::limiting velocity is printed 
Input=O::flow rate, length, building loss, 
and building delta temperature 
for each path are input 
Input=l::length, heat requirement (BTU/hr) 
and building loss for each path 
are input 
Input=Z::flow rate, length, heat 
requirement and building loss 
for each path are input 
Format(lli5), all (M) 
Column 5 
Col 10 
Input=O::finds true optimum 
Input=l::finds optimum for specified 
minimum number of pipes 




Input=l::the minimum number of pipes is 
output 
JJ3 Col 15 Input=O::minimizes the installation and 
pumping cost for a specified 
time interval 
Input=l::maximizes the rate of investment 
return 
JJ4 Col 20 6 Input=O::uses $0.23/10 BTU as the selling 
price of heat 
Input=l::input sale price of heat 
JJ5 Col 25 Input=O::straight line depreciation 
Input=l::sum of the years digits 
depreciation 
Input=2::sinking fund depreciation 
Input=3::declining balance depreciation 
JJ6 Col 30 Input=O::outputs economics and flow edit 
Input=l::outputs economic edit only 
Input=2::outputs flow edit only 
JJ7 Col 35 Input=O::sale price required to break 
even not computed 
Input=l::sale price required to break 
even is computed 
JJ8 Col 40 Input=O::economics input data is not 
printed 
Input=l::economics data is printed 
Format(lll5), all (M) 
Dll 
Card 4 Kl,K2,K3 Input the lower limit, mean and upper limit 
on pipe sizes under consideration 
Card 5 Rho, Pois 
Card 6 CPI(7) 
(integers, inches) (3IlO)(M) 
Input the density and viscosity of the 
fluid under consideration (lbs/ft3 ) 
(lbs/ft-sec) (2F20.7)(M) 








7 Pumping cost 
These values are used to adjust the program values of 1962 
dollars (or the value of costs that the programmer inputs) to the 
year the programmer desires. For example, if CPI(l) is input as 
1.36 and J3 is 0, then the 1962 dollars used in the program are 
adjusted to about the 1970 cost of the pump. 
C. OPTIONAL DATA 
Card 1 If Jl is 0, this card is not used. 
If Jl is 1, input limiting velocity 
(F20. 7) (0) 
Card 2 If JJl is 0, this card is not used 
(7Fl0. 5) (M) 
(ft/ sec) 
If JJl is 1, input (minimum pipes -1) (I5)(0) 
Card 3 If J7 is 0, this card is not used 
If J7 is 1, input the hole cost ($/ft. depth) 
(F20. 7) (0) 
If J7 is 2, input the hole spacing (feet) 
(F20. 7) (0) 
If J7 is 3, input the hole cost and hole spacing 
(2F20. 7) (0) 
Card(s) 4 (4A) If J3 is 3, input lower diameter in inches, lower 
cost, upper diameter and upper cost of pumps for 
exponential fit. (4F20.7)(0) 
(Maximum 







cost, upper diameter and upper cost of piping for 
exponential fit. (4F20.7)(0) 
(4C) If J8 is 2, input lower diameter in inches, lower 
cost, upper diameter in inches, and upper cost of 
conduit for exponential fit. (4F20.7)(0) 
Blank (M) 
If J3 is 2, input 100 cards with values of pump 
size and pump cost (1 inch to 100 inches). 
(IS ,F20. 7) (0) 
If J4 is 2, input 100 cards with values of pipe 
size and pipe cost (1 inch to 100 inches). 
(IS ,F20. 7) (0) 
If J8 is 1, input 50 values of conduit cost 
(from 4 inches to 200 inches by 4 inch increments). 
(I5,F20. 7) (0) 
Dl2 
Dl3 
Card(s) 7 (7A) If J3 is 1, input base pump size 3 (ft /min) and base 
pump cost. (2F20.7)(0) (Maximum 
of 5 (7B) 
cards) 
If J4 is 1, input base pipe size and base pipe cost 
(inches). (2F20. 7) (0) 
(7C) If J5 is 1, input base excavation cost ($/ft 3 ). 
(F20. 7) (0) 
(7D) If J6 is 1, input base insulation cost ($/ft). 
(F20. 7) (0) 
(7E) If J9 is 1, input base days of operation for 
pumping cost analysis and base cost of electricity 
($/KWH). (2F20. 7)(0) 
Card 8 Blank (M) 
Extreme care must be used in supplying the input data above. 
For example, if J3 is 2 and only 99 data cards are supplied, the 
program will not get correct results. (An error will result also.) 
D. FLOW PATH DATA 
The input contained in this section is the most difficult to 
organize and is the most critical part of the program. To code this 
portion, it is recommended that an electrical analog be set up and 
the network reduced starting with the furthest point from the pumps 
(current source). 
Card 1 Input the number of branches (IlO)(M) 
This card indicates to the program the number of sets of input 
data to follow. Each branch will be coded later as to the type of 
branch (series, parallel or series-parallel) and the number of paths 
in the branch. 
Dl4 
To clarify the input required, Figure 13 shows three example 
circuits. Circuit A has one branch, three paths and is a series cir-
cuit. Circuit B has one branch, five paths, and is a parallel circuit. 
Circuit C has two branches, I and II. Branch I is a series branch with 
3 paths; branch II is a series-parallel branch consisting of three 
parallel paths and three series paths. (The third series path is the 
parallel network.) 
The parallel network, when calculated in the series path, is coded 
with a negative flowrate to insure that duplicate calculations are not 
performed. 








The total number of paths in 
the branch. 
The number of parallel paths 
in a parallel or series parallel 
network. 
The path number which contains 
the pumps. 







There will be one card 2 supplied for each branch. 






FIGURE 13. THREE EXAMPLE CIRCUITS 
Dl6 
The inputs on this card are variable depending on J20. The 








The path number. Must be sequential from 1 to 
a maximum of 1000. The paths with negative flowrates 
must be coded in sequence. It is absolutely mandatory 
that the last data card input KK as the greatest value 
(equals the total number of paths analyzed) for this is 
the index on the Economic Analysis printout. 
The mass flowrate, lbs/hr. If this is input as a 
negative value, no cost calculations are performed 
nor printout given for this path. 
The length of piping in the path (feet). 
The building loss in feet of water head. If this is 
input as a negative number, there is no building on 
the leg of piping under consideration. 
The temperature drop across the building that is 
caused by the heat demand of the building. If this 
is input as 0.0, no heat is sold. 
The amount of heat required by the building on the 
path, BTU/hour. 
Indicator to tell program if the path is to be 
insulated or uninsulated. (If = 0, path is not 
insulated, if = 1, path is insulated.) 
These quantities are input in the following manner: 
If J20 is 1, input KK, INSULI, W, ZL, BLOSS, DELTA 
(2I5,4F15.5). 
If J20 is 2, input KK, INSULI, ZL, QHEAT, BLOSS 
(2I5,3Fl5.5). 
If J20 is 3, input KK, INSULI, W, ZL, QHEAT, BLOSS 
(2I5,4Fl5.5). 
It is recommended that J20 equal to 2 be used. 







For series flow, the number of cards 
equals the number of paths. For 
parallel flows, the number of paths 
equals the number of cards. For 
series-parallel, input the parallel 
paths first; then series paths. Total 
cards = total number of paths plus 1, 
the additional path having a negative 
flowrate. 
etc. until there are as many card number 2 data cards 




The following pages show the annual balance sheets that the 
computer program calculated for the typical problem of section V. 
These are given from years 2-30 for the non-adjusted economic 
analysis and years 2-30 for the adjusted economic analysis. 
El 
YEAR 'l 
THE' TOTAL l~SThLLATin~ COST !5 : 
THF TOTAL SUPPLE~F~TAPY I~SThLLATIO~ COST IS: 
THE' GR'lS<; A'l\lliAL l'i[O"'~' IS : 
TH~ ~EDKfCIATin~ IS: 
THF .\'J'liHL J>'EilhT!'Jt; 4''"1 "'AI'.iTF'JI\'!C>= FXP~''J(f' IS : 
THF AN~UAL Fl\lANCl~G ANO SUPDLE"'FNTftl Fl~A~~F C1ST IS: 
THE A!\1\lUAL Pli"'PINt; COST IS: 
THE AN"'UAL SIJPPLE"'ENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE P~nPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE AN~UAL I~SURANCE CHA~GES ARE: 
THE A!II"'UAL R IGHT-OF-<11\Y COST IS: 














3 7R 7770.00 
tzj 
N 
y > (1~ "' 
THF TOTti 1~5TALLf1T!O~ COST 15 : $$ 
THF TDThL SUDPLEMENT&RY I~STALL&TION COST IS: 
TW GRlS5 f1N~Uf1L PJC'J'-1~ IS : 
THE 0EPQ~CIATION 15 : 
THr \NNUf1L lPERATING AN'l MAINTENANCE EXPENC~ IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING ANl SUPPLEMENTAL F1Nf1NCE COST IS: 
THE A"J"JUAL PIJMP[% C'lST IS: 
THE ANNUt.L SlJPPLEMENTA~Y COSTS ARE: 
THF DR~PERTY TAXES ARF: 
TH~ ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 

















YE 1\~ 4 
THE TOTAL I~STALLATI~~ COST IS : $$ 
THE TOTAL SUDPLE~F~TARY I~STALLhTIO~ COST IS: 
THE r,ROSS Af\J~UAL INCO"lE !S : 
THF )EPA[C!ATION IS : 
THF ANNUAL OPERATING ANO ~A!NTFNA~C[ EXPEN(F IS : 
THE AN~UAL r[NANC!f\JG AN~ SUPPLE"lCNTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PU"lP!NG COST IS: 
TH" ANNIJI\L SUPPlf'~ENfAQY UJSTS ARF: 
THE ppnPEATY TAXFS ADF: 
THE ANN'JAL JNSLJf.!A'JCE CHAAGFS ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 

















Y EAq 'i 
TH~ TnTAL I~STALLATinN CnST IS : u 
TH~ TnT&L SUPPL~~~NTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GR~SS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRFCIAT !()N IS : 
THE ANNUAL nPERATING AN~ MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 

















YE ~ll. 6 
THE T~T~L l~STALLAT!ON COST IS : ss 
THE TOTAL SUDPLE~~~TARY I~STALLATION COST 15: 
THE GROSS A"JNIJAL I~C'J~~ IS : 
THF DEPPECIATIO~ IS : 
THE AN~UAL 1P~R~TI~G A~D ~hi~TENA"JCE EXPE"JC~ IS : 
THE ANNUAL FI~A"JCI~G A~D SUPPLE~ENT~L FIN~NCF COST IS: 
THE ANNlJAL PUI.1PING C<JST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE AN~UAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 


















THE T'HAL l'•STALL~TinN C'JST IS : H 
THF TlTAL SUDDLF"'F'HARY l'<SHILATI(l"J COST IS: 
THf' ';RflSS ~N"JUAL INCn"'E IS : 
THF D~DRFCI~TION IS : 
THE A~NUAL nP[RaTING AN~ ~AINTFNANCF FXDE"JC~ IS : 
THE A~NUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLE"~fNT~L ~!NANCE CflST IS: 
THF ANNUAL PU~PINI, CflST IS: 
THE 1\N~JUAL SlJPPLE"'ENTA~Y COSTS ,~u,>=: 
THE PRflPERTY TAXE) ARE: 
THF ANNUAL INSURANCE' CHARGFS !~fiE: 
TH"' ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 

















'( E .\D 
TH" T·lTAL 1\iSHLUT!'Jt-.j C'1ST IS : S$ 
THE T'1HL <;UDPL !"'1E'H A:<Y l'lST ALLAT ION COST IS: 
THE GR"SS h\i'lUhL INC'1'-~f' IS : 
THF nEPRECIATin~ IS : 
THE A~\iUAL OPERATI\iG AND '1AI~TENA~CE EXPENCE IS : 
THE A~~UAL FINAt-.jCING ANO SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST TS: 
THE ANNUAL DUMPING CQST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPDLEM"NTAQY COSTS ARF: 
THE PR'1PERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THF. ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 


















THE TOTAL !NSTALLATIO~ COST !~ : $$ 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMF.NTAqy INSTALLATIO~ COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THF ryEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAl OPERATING ANI1 MAI~TENANCE EXPtillCE IS: 
THE AN~UAL FINANCING ANO SUPPLF~ENTAL FINANCr C0ST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAKES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
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TW f'lTAL [',STALLATI'l'l UJST IS : H 
TH[ TlTAL ')IJPPLE"':'NT.\PY PJST.\LLATION UJST [<;: 
THE GP!SS A'iNUAL !NCO"'F IS : 
THf 8fPDF[IAT!ON IS : 
THF ANNU.\L 'lPF~ATING ANO MAINTENANCE FXPENCE IS : 
THF ANNJAL FINANCING liND SUPPLE~ENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THF ANNUal PU"'PIN\, COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PR~PFRTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANf.E CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 



















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : $S 
THE TOTAL SUPPLE~ENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
HiF GR'1SS ANNUAL INCO"'E IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE FXPF.NCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THF PROPERTY TAX~$ ARF: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-CF-WAY COST IS: 



















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : S$ 
THE TOTAL SU 0 PL~M~NTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THF GROSS .\~I~JUAL INCOME IS: 
THf DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND ~AINTFNANCF EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARF: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNU~L INSURANCE CHARGES ARF: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 



















THE TOTAL I~STALLATION COST IS : $S 
THE TOTAL SUPPLE~~~TA~Y INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS A"'NUAL I"'CO~F IS : 
THF DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL nPERATING A"'D ~AINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINA~CING AN9 SUPPLE~ENTAL F!NANCF COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PU~PING CnST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL R l GHT-OF-WA' '-".> T IS: 



















YEAR 1 r; 
THE TOTAL INStALLATION COST IS : u 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 


















YEll~ 1 '> 
THE TfJTAL INSTALLHI-~\ ':'lST IS : H 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
TH~" GROSS ANNUAL INCO~E IS : 
THF DE~RECIATION IS : 
THF ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THF ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLE~ENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
TH~ ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THF PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THF ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 



















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION CJST IS : H 
THF TOTAL SUPDLE~F~TARV INSTALL~TION COST !5: 
THE G~nSS ANN 1JAL !"<COME IS : 
THF JEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AN~ ~AINTF .... ANCE EXP~NCF IS : 
THF ANNUAL FINANCING ANO SUPPLEMENT~L FINANCE COST IS: 
THE AN .... UAL PUMPINr, COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS A~E: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CI'.\RGES AP.E: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-~AY COST IS: 


















YE ~Q 1 'l 
THE T~TAL INSTALLAT!O~ C~ST IS : $$ 
THE TOTI\L SUPPLE·I.IFNTflf>Y INSTALLATID'~ C'JST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL !Nr:OMF IS : 
THE DEPRECIATtnN IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING ANO MAI~TFNANr.~ ~XPFNCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINA~CING A~D SUPPLFMFNTAL FINANCE CnST 15: 
THE ANNUAL PU~PING COST 15: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 



















THE TOTI\L I~SThLLATPJN COST IS : S$ 
THF TnT!L SUPPLE~tNT~~y INSTALLATIO~ COST IS: 
THE GROSS l>"J"JIJAL !' 1C'1Mf IS : 
THE OEPRFCIATl'lN IS : 
THE ~NNUAL OPERATING ANU ~AI~TFNANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FIN~NCING AND SUPPLFMFNTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE AN"'UAL SlJPPLEMt=NTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE P~OPERTY TAXES ~RF: 
THE AN~U~l INSURANCE CHARGES ~RE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 



















TH~'= FlrAL I~ST~LL~TJ~~ COST IS : 
THt TOTAL SUPPLE~FNTA~Y INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE r;RCJSS ANNUAL 1 NC 0~~ IS : 
THE OtPPFCIATION TS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATIN~ AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE TS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCI~G A~D SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE A~NUAL PUMPING CnST IS : 
THE AN~UAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS ARF: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE AN~UAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 


















YEAR ~ 1 
THE TnTAL lt\JSTALLAT!Il~ COST IS : H 
THF TOTAL SUPPLEMI'"<Tt\!lY INSTALLATIO'l COST IS: 
THF G'WSS ._NNUAL INCOMF IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPEqATIN~ AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING A"<D SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PR1PERTY TAXFS ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL R IGHT-OF-IUY COST IS: 





















THE TnTAL l~STALLATION COST IS : u 
THE TOTAL SUPPLF~E~TARY INSTALLATIO~ COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCO~E IS : 
THE DEPRECIATID~ IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING ANO ~AINTE~ANCF EXPFNCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 


















Y E II>! 21 
TH~ TJTIIL I~STALLATIQN C~ST IS : u 
THE TOTAL SUPPL~~ENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THf" GRCJSS 1\N~UAL INCO~E IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AN~ MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE A~NUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PU~PINS COST IS: 
THF ANNU~L SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PPOPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 



















THE TOTAL I~STALLATIO~ COST IS : u 
THE TOTAL SUPPLE~ENTAQY INSTALLATin~ COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCO~E IS : 
THE DFPRECIATIO~ IS : 
THF ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPE~CE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENT~L FINANCF COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE AN~UAL SUPPLE~FNTARV COSTS AR~: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARF: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 


















Y FA< ? '> 
THE TflT~L l'JST~LlhTI% UlST IS : H 
THE TOTAL SUPPLE~E~TA~Y INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THt= GRCJSS A'JNUAL PJUJMf !S : 
THE D[PRFCIAT[[1~ IS : 
THE A'J~UAL 0PERATI~G &ND ~AI~TENANCE EXPENCF IS : 
THF ANNUAL FINANCING ANO SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PU~PI~G COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS APE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE hNNUAL INSUR~NCE CHARGES ARF: 
THE ANNUAL R!GHT-OF-jjAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 
OUTFLOWS 
















YEhR ? I) 
THF TOTfll INSTALLATION COST IS : 
TH~ TQTAL SUP 0 LF~FNTA~Y INSTALlhTION COST IS: 
THF G[{fJSS 1\NNlJAl I NUl ME IS : 
THE f)EPR"CIATION 15 : 
THF AN"llJAL flPFRATl"'G 1\"'rJ "lAINTFNANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THt ANN:JAL FINANCING ANl SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST I S: 
THE A'J"'UAl PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SlJPPLEMFNTARY COSTS ARE: 
THF PROPE[{TY TAXES ARE: 
THE I\N"4111\l INSURA"'CI' CHA~GE) ARf: 
THF ANNUAL RIGHT-nF-~AY COST 15: 
THf NFT AN'.JUhL INCOME, AEFO~F TAXES A'.JO OEPRFCIATI0"4 IS: 




















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : u 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTAPY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE AN~UAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 



















YEAR 2 8 
THE TOTAL INSTALLATIQN COST IS : 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING ANO SUPPLF~FNTAL fiNANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPFRTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCF CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















TH~ TOTAL I~STALLATION C~ST IS : 
THE TnTAL SUPPLE~~NTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
TH~ GROSS ANNUAL I~CO~E IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AN~ MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL ~INA~CING AND SUPPLE~ENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE AN~UAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE AN~UAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL I~STALLATIO~ COST IS : $$ 
THf TOTAL SUPPLfMFNTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GRnSS ANNUAL INCOMf IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTfNANCE fXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL l"lSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL I~STALlATI1~ COST IS : $$ 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEME~TARY INSTALLATIO~ COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCO~E JS : 
THF OEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATIN~ AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THF. AN~UAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAl INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAl RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THF. NET ANNUAL INCOME, ~EFORE TAXES ANO DEPRECIATION IS: 
THE FEDERAl AND STATE INCOME TAXES ARF.: 
OUTFlOWS 


















THE TnTAL INSTALLATION t::OST IS : $$ 
THF TOTAL SUPPLE~ENT,RV INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GQOSS A~NUAL INC~VF IS : 
THE DEPRECI.\TION IS : 
THE ANNUAL 0PfRATING AND ~AINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLE~ENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THF AN~UAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PRJPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHA~GES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : S$ 
THE TOTAL SUPPLE~ENTARV INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCO~E IS : 
THE nEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND ~AINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLHIENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TnTAL INS TALL aT I ON COST IS : $$ 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST 15: 
THE GROSS A'JNUAL INCLJME IS : 
THE OEPRFCIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPF~ATING AND ~AINTENANCF EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PU~PING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES ANQ DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : $$ 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERhTING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL fiNANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, AEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 
THE FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAXES ARE: 
OUTFLOWS 

















Yf AR 7 
THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : $$ 
THE TQTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THF ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THF ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL INSTALLAT!fJN COST IS: u 
THE TOTAL SUPPLE~ENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL INSTALlATIO"' COST IS : u 
TH~ TOTAL SUPPLE~FNTARY I"'STALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS AN"'UAL INCO~E IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE AN"'UAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLE~ENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THF A"'"'UAL INSURANCE CHARGES AH: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 



















YF A~ l 0 
TrlE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : 
THE TOTAL 5UPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THF GR!JSS ANNUAL I NC0"1E IS : 
THE OEPRECIATlON IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUhL FINANCING ANO SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THF ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : $$ 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENJARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING ANO MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAL INSTALL~TIO~ COST IS : $$ 
THF TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE G~OSS ANNUAL INCf1"1E IS : 
THE DEP~ECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL DPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCF. IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIAT QN IS: 



















YEAR 1 ~ OUTFLOWS INFLOWS 
THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : $$ 2134S874.00 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 4457744.00 
THF GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
371!7770.00 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 784975.2'> 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING ANO MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 213458.1Q 
THE ANNUAL fJNANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAl FINANCE COST IS: 747103.75 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING C8ST IS: 1315456.')1' 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 12000."1" 
THF PROPERTY TAXES ARF: 2134.S8 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 7623.00 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 2056.00 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BFFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 1428313.00 




THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : u 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GRIJSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 
THE AN~UAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 
THE ANNUAL RlGHT-OF-~AY COST IS: 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, REFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATlON IS: 



















YEAR 15 OUTFLOWS INFLOWS 
THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : u 21345824.00 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 4452744.00 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCn~E IS : 3787770.00 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 697755.75 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 213458.19 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 747103.75 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 131545&. 00 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 12000.00 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 2134.5A 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 7623.00 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 2056.00 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 1428313.00 
THE FEOERAL ANO STATE INCOME TAXES ARE: 365278.63 
~ 
"'" 
VE AR 16 
THE TOTAL INSTALLATI0N rosT IS : H 
THE TOTAL SUPPLFMENTARY INSTdlLATIO~ COST IS: 
THE GR'lSS A'J'JUAL INCO!.IE IS : 
THF DEPRE[IATIO~ IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE FXPENCE I~ : 
THF ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINAN(~ COST IS: 
THF AN"JUAL PUMPING COST IS: 
THF ANNUAL SUPPLE!.IENTARY COSTS ARf: 
THE PROPFPTY TAXFS ~RE: 
THE ANNUAL PJSII'IANrF CHAQ.GES f.PE: 
THF ANNUAL RIGHT-'lF-WAY C1ST IS: 
THF NfT ANNUAL !NCO"!!', FIEF!lRF TAX~S A'-40 f"JfPiFCIATIO"- IS: 
THF FFI1fRAL o\NI) STATF INCOMF ThXFS hRF: 
IJUTFLOWS 
2l345'l24. 01/ 
445? 744. 00 
















TI-F T"TIIL l'i)HILLH!"'i ''1ST IS : u 
THe T'HIIL :; F'DL~"''<TVY I'<ST~LLATIO"' C'1ST IS: 
TH" ~R'1)S .'I"J',lJ6L l'K'l"~ IS : 
T H ~ f) F DR F C1 AT In 'i I S : 
THE A~~UAL OPFqATING A~fJ "Al~TENANCE FXPENCE IS : 
THE ANNUtJ.l FINMJCJIJG A"JD SUPPLEMENTAL Fi"lANCE COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL PU~Pl"JG COST IS: 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLF"ENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE P~nPERTY TAXES ARE: 
Tl-1': AN"'U"-L !NSURA"iCE CHARGES ARE: 
TH~ ANNUAL R!GHT-8F-WAY COST IS: 
THE "'ET ANNUAL INCOME, BEFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 






















THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : $$ 21345824.00 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 4452744.00 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
3787770.00 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
'i66qz6. 56 
THE AN~UAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 2l3458.l q 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLE~ENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 747103.75 
THE ANNUAL PU~PING COST IS: 13151t56.00 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARE: 12000.00 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 2134.58 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 7623.00 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 2056.00 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, REFO~E UXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: llt26313.00 
THE FFOFRAL AND STATE INCOME TAKES ARE: 430693.19 
~ 
'-.I 
YEAR H OUTFLOWS INFLOWS 
THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST IS : u 21345824.00 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 4452744.00 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 3787770.00 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 523316.81 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE IS : 2134'i8.19 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST IS: 747103. 7'i 
THE ANNUAL PUMPING COST IS: 1315456.00 
THE ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS ARF: 12000.00 
THE PROPERTY TAXES ARE: 2134.58 
THE ANNUAL INSURANCE CHARGES ARE: 7623.00 
THE ANNUAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 2056.00 
THE NET ANNUAL INCOME, ~EFORE TAXES AND DEPRECIATION IS: 1428313.00 
THE FEOERAL ANO STATE INCOME TAXES ARE: 452498.06 
~ 
(X) 
YEA'< ? 0 
THE TOTAL INSTALLATION COST I S : 
THE TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE G0 0SS ANI\liJAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
THE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENCE I S : 
THE ANNUAL FINANCING AND SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCE COST I S: 
THF ANI\lUAL PUMPING CO~T IS: 
THE hl\lNUAL SUPPLE~ENTARY COSTS ARE: 
THE PRIJPFRTY To\XES ARE: 
THE 1\1\l"JUAL l"lSURANCl' CHARGE'S ARE: 
THE h~~UAL RIGHT-OF-WAY COST IS: 
THF 1\lFT A~NUAL INCOME, AEFORF TAXFS AND DEPRECIATION IS: 




















THE TOTAl INSTAllATION COST IS : u 
THE TOTAl SUPPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION COST IS: 
THE GROSS ANNUAL INCOME IS : 
THE DEPRECIATION IS : 
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